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As computing hardware moves to multi-core systems, future software needs

to be parallelized in order to benefit from increasing computing resources.

However, writing a correct parallel program is notoriously difficult, partly be-

cause of non-determinism in concurrent program executions. Because thread

executions can be interleaved in many ways, a parallel program may produce a

non-deterministic outcome even for identical program inputs if threads are not

properly synchronized. Such a non-deterministic behavior, if not intentional, is

often referred to as a concurrency bug. In this research, a solution is presented

for efficient concurrency bug detection and mitigation.

As data races are widely used as a way to identify potential concur-

rency bugs, this research presents an efficient hardware architecture, named

RaceSMM, that enables run-time data race detection with high coverage (99%)

and minimal performance overhead (4.8% on average). The proposed hardware

mechanism is based on the happens-before vector clock algorithm, which is

known for its accuracy yet considered to be expensive due to a large amount of

meta-data. As the main optimization, the proposed architecture in this research

decouples meta-data storage from regular caches so that expensive meta-data

is only selectively stored for memory locations that are accessed by multiple

threads within a relatively short period where most data races happen.

While data races can detect a broad range of concurrency bugs where con-

flicting memory accesses are not controlled at all, recent studies show that many



concurrency bugs are not detectable by data races. Hence, this research intro-

duces a new heuristic for non-race concurrency bug detection, named order-

sensitive critical sections, which extends the intuition in data races to capture

non-race bugs in practice. The order-sensitive critical sections are defined as a

pair of critical sections that can lead to non-deterministic shared memory state

depending on the order in which they execute. This research presents a run-

time algorithm, named OSCS, that uses the notion of order-sensitive critical sec-

tions to detect real-world concurrency bugs. Experiments show OSCS provides

a good bug coverage (90%) for both non-race atomicity and ordering violations,

with a small number of false positives. Additionally, OSCS can be supported

in hardware efficiently while maintaining a high detection coverage (84%) and

causing a negligible performance overhead.

Finally, to provide a solution to further mitigate concurrency bugs post de-

tection, an efficient deterministic replay scheme for multithreaded programs is

introduced based on a concept of commutative critical sections. The commu-

tative critical sections are critical sections in a multithreaded program that can

be executed in any order while producing a consistent program output. In this

research, we propose a deterministic replay scheme, named CommuteReplay,

which allows the commutative critical sections to execute without enforcing an

explicit deterministic order between the commutative critical sections to allow

a noticeably better replay performance (reducing more than 20% of the overall

performance overhead on average).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As computing hardware moves to multi-core and many-core systems, future

software needs to be parallelized in order to benefit from increasing computing

resources. However, writing a correct parallel program is notoriously difficult,

partly because of non-determinism in concurrent program executions. Because

thread executions can be interleaved in many ways, a parallel program may pro-

duce a non-deterministic outcome even for identical program inputs if threads

are not properly synchronized. Such a non-deterministic behavior, if not inten-

tional, is often referred to as a concurrency bug.

In general, there are three high level stages in a parallel programming devel-

opment cycle as shown in Figure 1.1. Namely, a parallel program is firstly coded

by its programmers (developers); then tested to ensure the correct operation of

the program; finally the program is deployed in the production environment.

Given that writing a completely bug-free parallel program is known to be noto-

riously difficult, we assume that a number of concurrency bugs would exist in

the program after the coding stage.

A concurrency bug can be detected at either the testing or deployment stage.

In theory, all concurrency bugs can be identified at the testing stage if all possible

thread interleaving patterns can be tested for all possible inputs during testing.

Unfortunately, such an exhaustive testing is infeasible in practice. Therefore,

run-time detection of concurrency bugs is desirable during both the testing and

deployment stages because a deployed program is highly likely to contain con-

currency bugs that were not covered during the testing stage of the develop-

ment cycle. Previous studies have also shown that there is a noticeable number
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Figure 1.1: A high level overview of a parallel programming development
cycle, which consists of three stages (i.e. square blocks) and
the associated approaches in dealing with concurrency bugs at
each stage (i.e. ovals).

of concurrency bugs in today’s multithreaded applications [42, 43, 61].

Once a concurrency bug is detected, it is desirable to have a deterministic

way to reproduce the buggy interleaving for further debugging and testing.

Deterministic replay has been shown to be able to simplify the debugging and

testing process of multithreaded programs [7, 28, 30, 35] in both the testing and

deployment stages. Furthermore, an alternative bug avoidance approach can

be used after the program has been deployed with potential concurrency bugs.

Deterministic replay can be combined with minor perturbations to avoid con-

currency bugs in the program [63].

Overall, the goal of this thesis is to provide a solution for efficient concur-

rency bug detection and mitigation. There are three major components in the

2



thesis. First, this research investigates an efficient hardware architecture that

addresses challenges in supporting accurate run-time data race detection. Sec-

ond, we further extend the intuition behind traditional data races into critical

sections, and introduce a new notion named order-sensitive critical sections to de-

tect common non-race concurrency bugs. An efficient hardware architecture

extension that supports the detection of order-sensitive critical sections is also

discussed. Last, we investigate an efficient deterministic replay scheme, which

allows either bug avoidance or a much simpler debugging and testing environ-

ment for multithreaded programs.

1.1 Assumptions

In this thesis, we make a couple of assumptions that are common across many

concurrency bug detection and mitigation schemes, namely a shared memory

programming model and identification of synchronization operations.

The thesis considers programs that are written under the shared memory

programming model. Except for creating a thread and waiting for a termination,

threads communicate through accesses to shared memory locations. In other

words, a concurrency bug manifests as an unintended divergence in shared

memory access orders in multiple program runs.

We also assume that synchronization operations that control interleaving

patterns among threads can be explicitly identified. Programmers often rely

on a library such as Pthreads to implement synchronization operations. In such

cases, synchronization operations can be easily identified from the library calls.

In this thesis, our prototype implementation detects synchronization in this
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way. If a programmer uses custom synchronization primitives, our approach as-

sumes that such primitives can be either marked explicitly by the programmer

or automatically identified. For example, previous studies show that primitives

such as spinlocks can be automatically detected [70, 73].

In general, parallel programs rely on two types of synchronization primi-

tives to control thread interleaving. Primitives such as barriers and wait-signal

pairs explicitly enforce a predetermined ordering among threads. In essence,

the synchronization makes the thread interleaving deterministic. In this re-

search, we refer to these primitives as ordering synchronization operations. On

the other hand, primitives such as mutex and semaphores provide mutually ex-

clusive code regions, often called critical sections, without enforcing a particular

execution order. Thus, such critical sections can execute in a non-deterministic

order in each run. We refer to such primitives as mutex synchronization opera-

tions.

In this thesis, we describe synchronization operations using release and ac-

quire instead of individual synchronization operations. While there exist many

types of synchronization primitives, they can fundamentally be considered as

acquiring and releasing tokens. For example, mutual exclusion requires for each

thread to acquire a token (lock) before entering a critical section and releases a

token after the critical section. Similarly, barrier synchronization can be real-

ized by having each thread release its token after reaching a barrier and wait

for acquiring tokens from all other threads before proceeding. In the rest of this

thesis, we refer to synchronization tokens as synchronization objects.
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1.2 Data Race Detection

In this thesis, we propose to look into architectural optimizations that would

enable us to use vector clocks [26, 71] efficiently, thus enabling accurate data

race detection.

Data race detection is widely used as a way to identify potential concur-

rency bugs due to unsynchronized memory accesses. In general, a data race

refers to conflicting (same location, at least one write) memory accesses from

multiple threads that are not synchronized. Even though data races cannot de-

tect all concurrency bugs, they provide a general condition to identify a broad

range of bugs without application-specific knowledge. This research presents

an efficient algorithm and hardware architecture that enable run-time data race

detection with both high coverage and minimal performance overhead. The

proposed technique enables parallel programs to be continuously monitored

for races even in production systems, which are extremely sensitive to run-time

overheads.

Because checking data races purely in software can introduce substantial

runtime overheads, several hardware-assisted techniques have been proposed

[18, 52, 55, 61, 62, 79]. However, existing hardware techniques either still show

noticeable performance overheads or trade off detection coverage or scalability

for lower overheads. For example, precise data race detection algorithms often

depend on vector clocks [26, 71] to capture the happens-before relations [36]

between memory accesses. While effective in accurately detecting data races,

efficient and scalable hardware support for vector clocks is challenging because

the size of vector clocks need to scale with the number of threads. For example,
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an early hardware vector clock scheme [62] could only support a small number

of threads. The state-of-the-art vector clock scheme [18] provides good scala-

bility with a comprehensive detection coverage, but still reports a significant

performance overhead at run-time (80% on average). Alternatively, a scheme

based on scalar clocks was shown to have low overheads, but also a noticeably

lower detection coverage of 77% [61].

This thesis proposes a data race detection scheme, named RaceSMM, with

a set of optimizations to selectively manage meta-data, which enable accurate

race detection based on the happens-before relations in hardware with minimal

performance overheads and without noticeably sacrificing detection capability

and scalability. The main optimization comes from the observation that only a

small fraction of memory locations are accessed by multiple threads within a

relatively short period where most data races happen. As a result, we found

that storing meta-data only for those shared locations can greatly reduce the

overheads with minimal impacts on coverage. While selectively maintaining

vector clocks for statically shared memory locations has been proposed recently

[18], we found that limiting the bookkeeping to locations that are dynamically

shared within a small window is critical in achieving low overheads.

The proposed race detector only requires minor hardware changes with a

small amount of state: a 13-KB buffer per core and a 1-bit tag per data cache

block. Experimental results show that our optimization of selectively bookkeep-

ing meta-data do not significantly impact the data race detection capability. In

our experiments, the optimized detection scheme still detected all 13 real-world

data race bugs that we tested, and detected more than 99% of hundreds of data

races that we injected to multithreaded programs. Moreover, the experimental
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results show that the proposed scheme has minimal impact on performance,

with a 4.8% slowdown on average.

In essence, the proposed RaceSMM scheme represents a new trade-off point

between performance and coverage that was not possible before, making a de-

ployment of continuous race detection in production systems feasible.

1.3 Non-Race Concurrency Bug Detection

While data races can detect a broad range of concurrency bugs where conflict-

ing memory accesses are not controlled at all, recent studies show that many

concurrency bugs are not data races [42]. Programmers can remove data races

by placing shared memory accesses within critical sections. However, because

the critical sections can still execute in an arbitrary order, program outputs may

still be non-deterministic even without data races.

In this research, we propose a new concurrency bug detection scheme that

is designed to detect common non-race bugs by extending the intuition behind

traditional data races into critical sections. Data races are commonly considered

to be potential concurrency bugs because the conflicting accesses can execute

in an arbitrary order, resulting in different memory state among multiple runs.

Similarly, we observe that ordering of certain critical sections may change from

run to run, introducing non-determinism in memory state. We call such critical

sections as order-sensitive critical sections.

This notion of order-sensitive critical sections provides a new condition for

detecting potential concurrency bugs. However, unlike traditional data races,
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there are many cases when critical sections do not introduce non-determinism

even if they are not explicitly ordered. Therefore, the question is whether one

can effectively distinguish order-sensitive critical sections, which are likely to

indicate a bug, from other legitimate uses of critical sections. We solve this

challenge by studying how programmers typically use critical sections without

introducing non-determinism, and developing a set of heuristic conditions to

filter out such legitimate cases including explicit ordering, data parallel opera-

tions, redundant writes, and commutative operations.

This research presents a run-time algorithm, named OSCS, that uses the no-

tion of order-sensitive critical sections to detect real-world concurrency bugs.

The algorithm relies on vector clocks similar to the ones [26, 71] used for data

race detection, to keep track of ordering restrictions, and adds extensions to fil-

ter out critical sections whose results do not depend on the execution order.

In practice, we found that this new approach could detect a broad range

of non-race concurrency bugs with minimal false positives. In our experi-

ments, the OSCS detection scheme flagged all 9 real-world non-race bugs that

we could find and test, including atomicity violation, ordering violation, and

multi-variable bugs. The scheme also detected most randomly injected atom-

icity and ordering violation bugs in PARSEC and SPLASH benchmarks. More-

over, experiments on Apache, Aget, Pbzip2, MySQL, Mozzila, SPLASH2, and

PARSEC suggest that this new approach only introduces a small number of false

positives.

As an additional optimization, this research also shows that the amount of

meta-data can be significantly reduced by using scalar timestamps instead of

vector clocks and keeping them only for shared memory locations. This opti-
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mization has a minimal impact on detection capability as long as vector clocks

are maintained for critical ordering constraints. This idea of only keeping scalar

timestamps is similar to a recent software optimization (FastTrack) [27] and im-

proves scalability. More importantly, the reduction in meta-data enables an ef-

ficient hardware implementation of the OSCS algorithm with a small amount

of additional state: a 9-KB buffer per core and a 1-bit tag per data cache block.

Experimental results show that the hardware OSCS implementation can still de-

tect all 9 real-world non-race bugs tested and more than 84% of the injected

non-race bugs. Moreover, the experimental results show that the hardware sup-

ported scheme has negligible impact on performance, with a 0.23% slowdown

on average. We show that the OSCS algorithm can be supported in hardware

with limited bookkeeping for very low performance overhead and still have a

high detection coverage.

While there have been a number of efforts to detect non-race concurrency

bugs, the proposed approach represents a unique contribution. In particular,

the OSCS scheme can detect multiple types of bugs including atomicity viola-

tion, ordering violation, and multi-variable bugs rather than focusing on a sin-

gle type. Also, OSCS does not require training or application-specific informa-

tion as it relies on a bug condition that is common across programs. However,

the proposed technique is still a heuristic and there is no guarantee on bug de-

tection coverage. In this sense, the proposed scheme complements an existing

body of work in non-race bug detection.

The main contributions of the OSCS scheme lies in introducing the notion

of order-sensitive critical sections and the effective heuristics to detect them.

We present a run-time OSCS detection algorithm that can be used to effectively
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detect non-race concurrency bugs with low false positives and false negatives,

and demonstrate that the OSCS algorithm can be implemented in hardware ef-

ficiently.

1.4 Deterministic Replay Execution

Finally, we propose an efficient deterministic replay scheme by allowing critical

sections that are “commutative” to execute in parallel without enforcing a de-

terministic order on a replay. An efficient deterministic replay scheme helps to

further mitigate the concurrency bugs post detection.

In order to maintain a simple testing and debugging environment, appli-

cation developers desire deterministic behavior for multithreaded applications.

Namely, a multithreaded application is deterministic if it would always produce

the same output for a given input. While such deterministic behavior can be eas-

ily achieved in single thread sequential programs, it is not guaranteed in mul-

tithreaded programs. The nondeterministic nature of parallel programs makes

debugging, testing, and maintaining multithreaded programs much more diffi-

cult than sequential programs.

Deterministic replay can be defined as the ability to replay multithreaded

applications in a deterministic fashion based on a previous recording of all non-

deterministic events. The deterministic replay capability has been shown to

be able to simplify the debugging and testing process of multithreaded pro-

grams [7, 28, 30, 35]. Recently, researchers have proposed ways to replay mul-

tithreaded applications in a deterministic fashion [2, 39, 40, 59, 72]. However,

current deterministic replay schemes incur a significant performance penalty.
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For example, Respec, one of the state-of-the-art schemes, incurs more than a

55% performance overhead on average [40]. One of the main sources of the per-

formance overhead for deterministic replay execution is stalling threads while

waiting on synchronization operations to match the previously recorded order.

Another related main source of the performance overhead is the logging op-

erations needed for checking the previous recorded order of synchronization

operations.

In this research, we present the concept of commutative critical sections. At a

high level, the commutative critical sections can be described as critical sections

in a multithreaded program that can be executed in any order while producing

a consistent program output. We propose to allow the commutative critical sec-

tions to execute without enforcing an explicit deterministic order among them

while still maintaining the determinism of always producing the same output

from the same input on a replay. We note that this property of always producing

deterministic output is called external determinism and it has been shown to be

valuable in debugging and testing for the multithreaded programs [2, 40].

More specifically, we present a definition for commutative critical sections

and an approach to systematically identify such commutative critical sections.

By identifying critical sections as commutative, we can largely eliminate the over-

head of enforcing a deterministic ordering between the execution of commu-

tative critical sections on a replay. We also introduce a deterministic replay

scheme, named CommuteReplay, which guarantees external determinism, to

demonstrate how the concept of commutative critical sections can be used to

reduce the performance overhead of deterministic replay in practice. Overall,

evaluation results suggest that the proposed CommuteReplay scheme elimi-
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nates most, if not all, of the replay overhead in stalling or logging for a deter-

ministic ordering between critical sections. Hence, our proposed scheme allows

for more efficient execution of deterministic replay.

1.5 Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an efficient

run-time data race detection scheme, named RaceSMM, that provides high de-

tect coverage with minimal overhead. Chapter 3 introduces a non-race concur-

rency bug detection scheme, named OSCS, that leverages the notion of order-

sensitive critical sections. An efficient hardware architecture extension that

supports the detection of non-race concurrency bugs through OSCS is also dis-

cussed. Chapter 4 proposes an efficient deterministic replay scheme, named

CommuteReplay, that leverages the concept of commutative critical sections to

reduce the overhead in replaying a recorded multithreaded program execution.

Finally, Chapter 5 discusses related work, and Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

DATA RACE DETECTOR

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present an efficient hardware architecture, named RaceSMM,

that enables run-time data race detection with high coverage and near-zero

performance overhead. The proposed hardware mechanism is based on the

happens-before vector clock algorithm, which is known for its accuracy yet con-

sidered to be expensive due to a large amount of meta-data. The main optimiza-

tion in our proposed scheme comes from the observation that only a small frac-

tion of memory locations are accessed by multiple threads within a relatively

short period where most data races happen. As a result, we found that stor-

ing meta-data only for those shared locations can greatly reduce the overheads

with minimal impacts on coverage. Hence, to provide an efficient support for

data race detection, we introduce an architectural optimization that decouples

meta-data storage from regular caches so that expensive meta-data is only selec-

tively stored for a small number of shared memory locations. While selectively

maintaining vector clocks for statically shared memory locations has been pro-

posed in a recent scheme [18], we found that limiting the bookkeeping to loca-

tions that are dynamically shared within a small window is critical in achieving low

overheads. Furthermore, this architecture only adds a small amount of on-chip

resources for race detection: a 13-KB buffer per core and a 1-bit tag per data

cache block. Experiments show that the proposed scheme provides a high de-

tection coverage (over 99%) with low performance overhead (4.8% on average).

Our scheme detected all 13 real-world data race bugs that were tested as well as
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hundreds of randomly injected data races.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents a tradi-

tional (baseline) data race detection scheme based on vector clocks. Then, Sec-

tion 2.3 describes how an accurate race detection can be efficiently realized in

hardware with selective meta-data management in hardware along with hard-

ware architectural optimizations. Section 2.4 evaluates the proposed race detec-

tion mechanism in terms of the effectiveness and overheads.

2.2 Data Race Detection Overview

While there are multiple approaches to detect data races, checking happens-

before relations [36] is generally considered as the most accurate technique in

identifying data races. In this section, we provide an overview of data race

detection based on happens-before relations, including the assumptions and in-

tuitions behind the approach. We also describe a state-of-the-art race detection

algorithm that uses vector clocks [26, 71] to capture the happens-before rela-

tions. This algorithm will be used as a baseline in this chapter.

2.2.1 Data Races

Data race is defined as two conflicting memory accesses execute without any

synchronization operation between them. Here, we define conflicting accesses as

accesses from different threads to the same memory location, which include at

least one write.
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Figure 2.1: A data race bug in MySQL due to a missing critical section. The
example is obtained from a previous study [42].

At run-time, data races can be accurately detected by checking if a pair of

conflicting accesses are ordered by happens-before relations. In this chapter, we

use the term happens-before relation to refer to an ordering between two events, in

particular synchronization operations [36]. In other words, if a program is data

race free, then every pair of conflicting accesses should be ordered by happens-

before relations between synchronization operations [55].

As an example, Figure 2.1 shows a data race in MySQL. In this example,

none of the accesses to the shared pointer thd->proc info is protected by

synchronization. As a result, these accesses can execute in an arbitrary order,

and potentially result in a fault if the pointer is set to be NULL by 2.1 between

1.1 and 1.2. In this example, there are two pairs of conflicting accesses, namely

1.1-2.1 and 1.2-2.1. Data races can be detected as both conflicting access pairs

are not ordered by happens-before relations. To fix the bug, both 1.1 and 1.2

need to be protected by a mutex lock, and 2.1 needs to be protected by the same

lock to ensure an atomic execution.
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2.2.2 Baseline Race Detection Algorithm

Here, we discuss a race detection algorithm based on vector clocks [26, 71]. We

call this algorithm RaceVC, and use it as a baseline in the rest of this chapter.

Overall, RaceVC first identifies conflicting memory accesses, and checks if the

conflicting accesses are ordered by happens before relations using vector clocks.
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Figure 2.2: The vector clock meta-data required for baseline race detection
algorithm (RaceVC). Each element in a vector clock records a
time stamp (TS) for the associated thread.

As shown in Figure 2.2, there are several vector clocks needed for the tra-

ditional vector clock based RaceVC scheme. In the scheme, each thread is
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RaceVC Algorithm

Functions:
detect conflict access(TID, Addr, Type, ThreadVClk[TID][TID])
1. Check the most recent write in each thread:

(a) For all valid threadID i , TID, call
check order(TID, i, PrevWriteVClk[Addr][i]).

2. Check the most recent read in each thread:
(a) If (Type == Read), skip Step 2.
(b) For all valid threadID i , TID, call

check order(TID, i, PrevReadVClk[Addr][i]).
3. Update the history for the memory location

(a) If (Type == Read),
PrevReadVClk[Addr][TID] = ThreadVClk[TID][TID].

(b) Otherwise,
PrevWriteVClk[Addr][TID] = ThreadVClk[TID][TID].

check order(TID, PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp)
1. Check if the memory accesses can be re-orderd:

If ThreadVClk[TID][PrevTID] ≤ PrevTimeStamp,
report a data race.

update release(TID, SyncObj)
1. ThreadVClk[TID][TID]++;
2. For each element in the vector clock, SyncObjVClk[SyncObj][i] =
MAX(ThreadVClk[TID][i], SyncObjVClk[SyncObj][i]).

update acquire(TID, SyncObj)
1. ThreadVClk[TID][TID]++;
2. For each element in the vector clock, ThreadVClk[TID][i] =
MAX(ThreadVClk[TID][i], SyncObjVClk[SyncObj][i]).

Figure 2.3: RaceVC: Baseline data race detection algorithm.

uniquely identified by a thread ID (TID). Vector clocks are used to encode the

access history and happens-before relations among conflicting memory accesses

and synchronization operations.

For a parallel program with N threads, each thread maintains a vector

clock with N elements, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). Conceptually, elements in

ThreadVClk encode the ordering constraint (i.e. happens-before relations) be-

tween two threads. For example, ThreadVClk[i][j] indicates the earliest
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that a memory access from Thread i can be executed in terms of Thread j’s lo-

cal time without violating the happens-before relations of synchronization op-

erations. ThreadVClk[i][i] represents Thread i’s local clock that is incre-

mented on each synchronization operation within that thread.

The algorithm also maintains a vector clock for each synchronization ob-

ject as shown in Figure 2.2(b). SyncObjVClk is used to encode the ordering

constraints from each synchronization operation. On a release operation, the

SyncObjVClk is updated from the ThreadVClk of the thread that performs

the release (take the later timestamp for each element). The SyncObjVClk

represents the earliest that the following acquire operation can happen in each

thread’s local time. On an acquire operation, a ThreadVClk is updated with

the corresponding SyncObjVClk.

The algorithm uses PrevReadVClk and PrevWriteVClk, as illustrated

in Figure 2.2(c), to record timestamps for the most recent read and write ac-

cesses from each thread to each memory location. The access timestamps

are recorded based on each thread’s local clock (i.e. ThreadVClk[i][i] for

thread i). If the vector clocks are properly maintained, one can check if the

current memory access from Thread i and a previous access from Thread

j are ordered by happens-before relations by comparing Thread i’s vector

clock value ThreadVClk[i][j] with the timestamp of the previous access

from Thread j. If the timestamp of the previous access is greater or equal to

ThreadVClk[i][j], a data race is detected.

Figure 2.3 shows the detailed RaceVC algorithm. On a memory access,

the algorithm first detects conflicting memory accesses, i.e. read-after-write,

write-after-read, and write-after-write from other remote threads to the same
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memory location (detect conflict access()). Then, the algorithm deter-

mines if the conflicting access pair indicates a data race by checking whether

the accesses are ordered by happens-before relations (check order()). Lastly,

the algorithm updates the associated memory location’s vector clock based on

each thread’s local clock. On a synchronization release or acquire operation,

update release() or update acquire() is called respectively to update

vector clocks to encode the happens-before relations, and to increment the call-

ing thread’s local clock.

2.2.3 Challenges for Efficient HW Support

The main challenge in hardware support for data race detection lies in manag-

ing meta-data efficiently without significantly sacrificing scalability or detection

coverage. A large amount of meta-data could result in large hardware struc-

tures or noticeable interference with regular program execution. On the other

hand, reducing the amount of meta-data may limit the maximum number of

threads that hardware can support or result in undetected races. In this context,

traditional happens-before detection schemes based on vector clocks, such as

RaceVC, are particularly challenging to support in hardware because they re-

quire vector clocks, whose size increases linearly with the number of threads,

and for each memory location.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 2.2, RaceVC requires vector clocks for each

thread, each synchronization object, and each memory location. The dominat-

ing portion of meta-data overhead comes from vector clocks for each memory

locations. This is because the number of accessed memory locations is typically
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significantly larger than the number of threads, and the number of synchroniza-

tion objects in a multithreaded program. Quite often, the size of vector clocks

for threads and synchronization objects is negligible when compared to the size

of memory locations’ vector clocks. Therefore, the main challenge here is to

efficiently manage meta-data for memory locations.

A recent algorithm, named FastTrack [27], showed that storing access history

for a single last write per address, instead of a vector of writes from each thread,

is enough to provide a comprehensive data race detection coverage. However,

we note that even with a single clock for each write, the size of meta-data still

increases linearly with the number of memory locations as we still need vector

clocks for read operations.

For the simplicity of presentation, we use vector clocks for both reads and

writes in the RaceVC algorithm. A simple modification in RaceVC can be made

to accommodate such optimization, namely we would only check the globally

most recent write in Step 1 of the detect conflict access() function.

In order to manage the overheads, previous proposals for happens-before

data race detection in hardware store meta-data at a coarse granularity, often

one or two for each cache block [61, 62]. Also, these designs integrate the meta-

data into data caches, introducing additional storage for each cache block. Un-

fortunately, such integrated designs trade off flexibility and coverage for lower

overheads. Ideally, the hardware support should have low overheads while al-

lowing fine-grained bookkeeping to maintain high detection coverage.
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2.3 HW-Assisted Race Detection

In this section, we describe an optimized algorithm, named RaceSMM, and a

hardware architecture which enables an efficient realization of accurate race

detection based on happens-before relations. The proposed optimizations are

based on the new insight that it is sufficient to maintain meta-data for a small

number of recently shared memory locations. The design also decouples meta-

data storage from caches and uses scalar meta-data instead of vector clocks to

make the hardware scalable to a large number of threads. Overall, hardware-

assisted RaceSMM provides efficient and high coverage race detection, enabling

it to be applied to production systems.

2.3.1 Selective Bookkeeping

The main optimization in our architecture design comes from the insight that

the bookkeeping for race detection is only necessary for “shared” memory lo-

cations. Here, we use the term “shared” to refer to locations with conflicting

accesses within a certain time period. Such shared memory locations are a frac-

tion of the entire memory space, especially for a relatively small window where

most data races happen. Previous studies [42, 46] also made an observation that

real-world race bugs typically manifest within a short window. Therefore, most

real-world data races can be detected by maintaining meta-data for “shared”

memory locations, which have conflicting accesses within a certain time period.

Such shared memory locations are a fraction of the entire memory space, espe-

cially for a relatively small window where most data races happen.
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RaceSMM Algorithm Overview

• Check for shared locations
• Only keep the most recent read/write in the entire execution using scalar clocks
• Same vector clock used for sync. objects
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Figure 2.4: Flow charts for operations done on memory accesses. The dark
block is the additional step that we have added to selectively
bookkeeping shared locations

Table 2.1 shows the ratio of shared locations for various window sizes.

Here, we define the window size using the total number of memory accesses

(reads+writes) from all threads. The ratio is calculated by using the number

of unique locations with conflicting accesses per window divided by the total

number of unique locations accessed per window.

For PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmarks, less than 0.6% of memory locations

have conflicting accesses that happen within a window of 100,000 memory ac-

cesses. Recent studies [17, 31] also noted that a significant percentage of the
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Table 2.1: Percentage of shared locations in memory within various access
window sizes. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

Window Size

1,000 10,000 100,000 Entire

Accesses Accesses Accesses Execution

Blackscholes(P) 0.000023% 0.00014% 0.00028% 40.27%

Bodytrack(P) 0.0030% 0.0059% 0.02% 69.79%

Fluidanimate(P) 0.0016% 0.014% 0.12% 26.70%

LU(S) 0.00021% 0.0030% 0.12% 99.28%

Ocean(S) 0.0020% 0.015% 0.11% 1.52%

Radix(S) 0.0023% 0.29% 0.60% 72.38%

Swaptions(P) 0.0012% 0.017% 0.22% 33.11%

Water-nsquare(S) 0.00013% 0.0040% 0.08% 42.53%

Water-spacial(S) 0.000087% 0.00079% 0.023% 57.43%

Geomean 0.00049% 0.0058% 0.05% 34.24%

accessed memory blocks are only accessed locally by one thread, even in paral-

lel applications. Therefore, keeping meta-data such as timestamps and thread

IDs (TIDs) for all memory locations is extremely wasteful. Instead, in our de-

sign, we decouple the detection of shared locations and the rest of bookkeeping

so that most meta-data are stored only for memory locations with conflicting

accesses.

The proposed design dynamically detects shared memory locations by aug-

menting each data cache block with a 1-bit tag, which indicates whether the

block is shared or not, leveraging cache coherence events. The rest of the book-

keeping and detection are only performed for those locations that are marked

as shared. Figure 2.4 illustrates this selective bookkeeping algorithm.

While RADISH [18] also discusses reducing meta-data by using a static anal-
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ysis to identify memory locations that are never shared for the entire program

execution, we found that limiting bookkeeping only to dynamically shared lo-

cations within a time period is critical to achieve low overheads. As shown in

Table 2.1, shared locations over the entire program execution is a significant

fraction of the memory space, several orders of magnitude higher than the one

for a short period.

Based on the intuition that most data races happen within a relatively small

window, we propose to selectively bookkeeping meta-data for a small fraction

of memory space by dynamically detecting shared locations for on-chip data.

As we will demonstrate in our evaluation section, such dynamic detection of

shared locations and selective bookkeeping allows a much more efficient archi-

tecture while maintaining high detection coverage.

To support the dynamic detection of shared locations, we augment each

block in data caches with a 1-bit tag, which indicates whether the block is shared

or not. The rest of the bookkeeping and detection are decoupled from the de-

tection of shared locations, and are only performed for those locations that are

marked as shared.

2.3.2 Distributed Scalar Clocks

Even with the selective bookkeeping, the vector clocks to track recent reads and

writes, whose size increases linearly with the number of threads, poses a sig-

nificant challenge in building a scalable hardware-based race detector. While a

previous work has shown that keeping information on only one write per lo-

cation is sufficient to have a complete coverage [27], maintaining a vector clock
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memory location per core.

per location for reads still pose a scalability challenge.

To address the challenge, RaceSMM stores scalar timestamps for writes and

distributed scalar timestamps for reads for each memory location while using

vector clocks for synchronization objects. The insight is that the read vector

clocks can be maintained distributively across multiple cores so that only one

scalar timestamp for read is stored in each core’s meta-data buffer. Effectively,

each core can keep a scalar timestamp for the most recent read access from the

local thread and a scalar timestamp for the globally most recent write access for

each memory location.

As shown in Figure 2.5, in each core, RaceSMM only keeps track of times-

tamps (PrevReadTS/PrevWriteTS) and the write TID (PrevWriteTID) of

the most recent read and write for each memory location. As each core keeps

timestamps for reads for a local thread, we do not need to keep the read TID.

Compared to RaceVC, the meta-data for each memory location no longer grows

linearly with the number of threads. It is now of a constant ratio to a program’s

memory footprint. In the case that multiple threads are executed on a same core,

all of the metadata shown in Figure 2.5 needs to be treated as a part of thread
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state and flashed by an operating system on a context switch.

In order to accurately capture the happens-before relations of synchroniza-

tion objects, and detect data races effectively, RaceSMM uses the same meta-

data structures and bookkeeping operations as RaceVC for ThreadVClk and

SyncObjVClk.

2.3.3 Architecture Support

Figure 2.6(a) shows the high-level block diagram for the proposed architecture

support for data race detection. In the figure, the blue (dark) blocks indicate

the new hardware components needed to support RaceSMM. Figure 2.6(b) illus-

trates the high level operations of each new hardware component for RaceSMM,

and they are discussed in detail here. The overall detection operations of our

architecture closely follow the RaceVC algorithm, with the addition of using

scalar timestamps in each core and selective bookkeeping for shared locations.

Extension for Shared Location Detection

In our architecture, each block in a data cache has a 1-bit tag, which indicates

whether the block is shared. The shared bit is set when a cache coherence event

indicates that multiple cores access the same cache block with at least one write.

More specifically, the shared bit is set when there is a downgrade request that

changes the cache block to either shared or invalid state. For example, in a

MESI protocol, the shared bit is set on the following requests: M->S, M->I,

E->S, E->I, S->I, etc. This shared bit follows the data on-chip; a shared bit
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Figure 2.6: Architecture overview for RaceSMM.

is written back to a lower-level cache, and the bit is read with data on a cache

miss. However, the shared bit is cleared when a cache block is evicted to or

read from off-chip memory. Effectively, this mechanism detects memory blocks

that are shared within a time window, while the block exists in multiple private
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Figure 2.7: Checker: keeps current thread ID (TID), a thread vector clock
(ThreadVClk), and detection/bookkeeping logic.

(L1/L2) caches, and keeps this history while the block is on-chip. While this

design can only detect shared locations within a short period, our experimental

results show that the on-chip bookkeeping is sufficient for virtually all concur-

rency bugs tested. We further study the impact of cache sizes on the detection

capability in our evaluation section.

We believe that the 1-bit tag is sufficient under the assumption that each core

runs one thread with infrequent context switches or thread migrations. If not,

the 1-bit tag may not detect locations that are shared by multiple threads on one

core or incorrectly identify a block as shared when a single thread moves from

one core to another. However, note that the inaccuracy can only lead to false

negatives, but not false positives. This is because detection can only be made

on locations that are marked “shared”. To be more accurate, a thread ID can

be added to the 1-bit tag in order to identify which thread each access comes

from. The overhead would be still quite low as only one thread ID needs to be

maintained per cache block.
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Checker Module

In the proposed architecture, a checker module maintains per-thread state and

performs most of the bookkeeping and checking operations at each core. As

shown in Figure 2.7, for the active thread on the core, the checker keeps a thread

ID (TID), and a thread vector clock (ThreadVClk).

On a memory access from the core, the checker module uses the shared bit

in an L1 data cache to determine if the access is to a “shared” block. If so, the

checker module records the access into the access history buffer (AHB), and ex-

amines whether there is a data race between the most recent read/write accesses

and the current access.

As vector clocks for recent reads are distributed across each core’s AHB, our

scheme requires read access history from remote AHBs to check data races on

a local write. On a write, the local write and the local thread’s ThreadVClk

is broadcasted to all remote checkers. Each remote checker then checks if the

broadcasted write and the most recent read from its own thread are ordered

by happens-before relations by comparing the broadcasted ThreadVClk with

PrevReadTS from its own AHB (i.e. check order()). Additionally, the

PrevWriteTS is compared with ThreadVClk on both local read and write

accesses. Since we only keep a single PrevWriteTS for the globally most

recent write for a memory location in each AHB, the checker module com-

paresThreadVClk with PrevWriteTS locally to check if the local access and

the globally most recent write access are ordered by happens-before relations.

The access to local AHB can be done in parallel to local L1 accesses, and the

ThreadVClk is kept locally within the checker module. Hence, the overhead of
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Figure 2.8: AHB: a history table that saves PrevReadTS, PrevWriteTS, and
PrevWriteTID for the most recent read/write to shared mem-
ory locations.

our detection mechanism is kept minimal on a read access. On a write access,

however, broadcasting the write access and ThreadVClk can incur overhead.

Fortunately, the broadcasting is only needed on write accesses to shared loca-

tions. In all of the benchmark programs that we have tested, write accesses to

shared locations only account for 0.5% (3% worst case) of all memory accesses.

Hence, the broadcasting overhead on shared write accesses is minimal.

The checker module also coordinates with software layers through new in-

structions. The architecture provides two additional instructions to indicate a

synchronization operation, one for acquire and the other for release. These in-

structions also convey the address of the vector clock for the corresponding

synchronization object (SyncObjVClk). The vector clock for synchronization

object is accessed and/or updated by the checker module on acquire and release

operations through normal memory hierarchy.

Access History Buffer (AHB)

The access history buffer (AHB) records information on the most recent read

and write to a shared location that can be used to detect conflicting accesses and
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to check for data races. As shown in Figure 2.8, the AHB serves as a history

table that saves PrevReadTS, PrevWriteTS, and PrevWriteTID for recently

accessed shared locations. On a memory access to a shared location, the checker

module records a thread ID (only for write accesses), a timestamp (TS), along

with the memory address tag into the AHB.

The AHB is kept coherent by a cache coherence protocol similar to other on-

chip caches. We note that only the access history of a most recent write needs to

be kept coherent, and the access history of a most recent read is only updated

and accessed locally. We implemented the AHB coherence protocol separate

from the main data cache, however, we note that the AHB coherence operations

can be piggybacked on existing data cache coherence protocol as well.

As the AHB has a limited capacity, it works like a cache and only keeps the

history of recently accessed shared memory locations. However, there is no

backup hierarchy for the AHB. If an entry is evicted from an AHB, the informa-

tion is simply thrown away. A miss to the AHB creates a new entry. While this

design implies that we cannot detect conflicting accesses with a long distance

in between, our experimental results suggest that an AHB with 1024 entries are

sufficient for virtually all races tested. Moreover, a miss to the AHB can only

lead to potential false negatives, but not false positives as we would not make

a detection on a miss. We will further examine the impact of AHB size on the

detection capability in our evaluation section.

We note that the AHB can store an access history per byte because only ac-

cesses to shared memory locations are recorded. On the other hand, traditional

designs that combine meta-data into the main cache often had to store informa-

tion on a cache block granularity to keep overheads acceptable.
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Vector Clocks

Our proposed architecture uses two types of vector clocks: ThreadVClk and

SyncObjVClk. For the ThreadVClk, our architecture uses dedicated stor-

age in each checker module for an active thread on the core. We found that

the ThreadVClk needs to be close to the checker because it is used in each

check order() operation. The ThreadVClk needs to be treated as a part of

thread state and managed by an operating system on a context switch. On the

other hand, SyncObjVClk data are stored and accessed through the existing

memory hierarchy. For each synchronization object, software allocates space for

a vector clock in its memory space and passes the location using the instructions

that indicate synchronization operations. Hence, on update release() and

update acquire(), the SyncObjVClk is accessed and/or updated through

the existing memory hierarchy. We note that our architecture needs to ac-

cess SyncObjVClk only on synchronization operations, which happen infre-

quently. SyncObjVClk accesses have minimal impact on performance as we

will demonstrate in our evaluation section.

Hardware counters have a limited number of bits. As a result, the clock

that each thread uses to represent its local time may overflow after many syn-

chronization events. Fortunately, our experiments show that synchronization

operations are rather infrequent and the thread clocks only increment slowly. In

fact, we did not see any overflow for PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmarks with

16-bit counters. Given that overflows are infrequent, our architecture handles

them in a relatively slow but straightforward fashion instead of adding com-

plex hardware. Upon detecting an overflow in its local clock, a checker raises

an exception to an operating system, which in turn interrupts other cores that
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run other threads from the same program. Then, the operating system clears

all clocks, and marks all AHB entries to be invalid in each core. In order to al-

low an operating system to clear vector clocks for synchronization objects, an

application allocates them in separate pages that are known to the operating

system.

2.3.4 AHB Optimizations

There are a couple of simple yet effective architectural optimizations for AHB in

our design. The overall goal of these optimizations is to improve our detection

coverage and/or further reduce the overheads.

AHB with Flexible Granularity

We note that the AHB can store an access history per byte to avoid false positive

data race detection due to false sharing. However, typically only a very small

fraction of memory accesses are done on a byte granularity, while most of the

memory accesses are to variables sized at a word granularity. Therefore, we

implemented our AHB with flexible granularity. For each AHB entry, there is a

single-bit flag which indicates if granularity is per byte or per word. An addi-

tional 4-bits are also appended to each entry to mark which bytes in a word are

valid for the AHB entry. For example, if only a byte is accessed within a word,

the single-bit flag of the AHB entry would indicate a byte granularity, and only

1-bit out of the appended 4-bits would be marked valid for the AHD entry. In

this case, the AHB entry would only contain the access history information for

the byte that is accessed. Overall, AHB with flexible granularity improves our
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detection coverage by keeping more access histories if most variables used by

the program are accessed at the word granularity, while still maintaining the

per-byte detection granularity capability to avoid false positives.

AHB Prefetching

At the time that a cache line is loaded into a private cache, we can prefetch all of

the missing AHB entries associated with the cache line from remote AHBs. If no

data race is detected by checking all of the AHB entries prefetched when a cache

line is loaded, then no additional check is needed unless the cache state is down-

graded. For example, if a cache line is loaded and remains in S/E state, any re-

mote writes would have caused it to be invalided. Otherwise, no remote write

to the cache line has happened and thus no additional data race could have oc-

curred. Similarly, if a cache line is loaded and remains in M state, no additional

remote accesses would have happened unless the M state is downgraded. In

all of the programs that we encountered, cache lines are often accessed multiple

times before being evicted from the private cache. Hence, by prefetching and

checking for data races preemptively, we can reduce the performance overhead

by avoiding any additional detection and AHB coherence operations.
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2.4 Evaluation

2.4.1 Evaluation Setup

Our infrastructure is built on the Pin binary instrumentation framework [47].

To evaluate the detection capabilities, our tool implements both the base-

line RaceVC and RaceSMM algorithms by intercepting memory accesses and

Pthread calls. To evaluate the performance overheads in supporting RaceSMM,

we implemented a typical memory hierarchy with bookkeeping structures in

a Pin tool, and also added a timing model with a processing core that runs 1

instruction per cycle, L1/L2/L3 caches, and a memory interface.

Table 2.2 summarizes the baseline architecture parameters. We model a

multi-core processor with 4 cores, 64KB L1 and 256KB L2 private caches per

core, and an 8MB shared L3 cache. We also model the MESI cache coherence

protocol.

For the additional bookkeeping, we model the AHB with an 8-bit thread ID

and a 16-bit timestamp per read/write access. Each entry records information

for one read and one write. There are 1024 entries in each AHB in the baseline

architecture, which results in a 13KB AHB buffer per core.

To evaluate the detection capability, we use two types of benchmarks,

namely kernel bugs (KB) and real programs. The kernel bugs are created based

on real-world application race bugs (MySQL, Apache, and Mozilla) from previ-

ous studies [42, 43, 76]. The kernel bugs use 2 threads to reproduce the original

bugs. We also use three data race bugs from two large real-world server appli-

cations (Apache and MySQL). We use 30 threads for Apache and 10 threads for
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Table 2.2: Baseline architecture parameters.

Component Parameters

Core 4 2-GHz in-order single-issue cores

Caches L1 I/D (private, inclusive): 32KB/32KB 4-ways

3 cycles Latency

L2 (private): 256KB, 4-ways 15 cycles latency

L3 (shared): 8MB, 8-ways 40 cycles latency

Coherence Protocol MESI

DRAM 4GB 50ns Latency

Meta-data 8-bit thread IDs, 16-bit clocks

AHB 1024-entries, 8-way, 13KB, 3 cycles latency

MySQL. For a further study on coverage, we also perform random race injec-

tions to benchmarks from SPLASH2 [15] and PARSEC [8]. The race injection is

performed by randomly selecting a critical section and ignoring the critical sec-

tion for the entire program execution. The SPLASH2 and PARSEC benchmarks

are run using 4 threads with the default input size for SPLASH2 benchmarks

and simmedium input size for PARSEC.

2.4.2 Race Detection Capability

We compare the race detection capabilities of two schemes: RaceVC and

RaceSMM. RaceVC is implemented only in software, as we only need to use

its detection capability as a baseline. The RaceVC algorithm is really not a suit-

able candidate for a hardware implementation due to the high overhead and

scalability concerns. RaceSMM is implemented in both software (RaceSMM-SW)
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Table 2.3: Detection capabilities.

RaceVC RaceSMM RaceSMM

SW SW HW

Apache Yes Yes Yes

MySQL-1 Yes Yes Yes

MySQL-2 Yes Yes Yes

KB1(MySQL) Yes Yes Yes

KB2(MySQL) Yes Yes Yes

KB3(MySQL) Yes Yes Yes

KB4(Apache) Yes Yes Yes

KB5(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

KB6(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

KB7(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

KB8(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

KB9(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

KB10(Mozilla) Yes Yes Yes

and hardware (RaceSMM-HW). RaceSMM-SW keeps a vector clock for the most

recent reads and only a scalar timestamp for the most recent write for each byte

in memory, whereas RaceSMM-HW relies on caches and AHB, both with lim-

ited capacities, for bookkeeping. We note that as suggested in previous study

[27] and concurred in our evaluation study, RaceSMM-SW always have the same

detection coverage as the RaceVC. Hence, for the rest of this section, we only

present results from RaceVC and RaceSMM-HW. We also use RaceSMM to denote

RaceSMM-HW implementation in the rest of the chapter.
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Table 2.4: Race injection study results. 50 races were randomly injected
into the benchmarks to measure the detection capability. (P) -
PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

RaceVC RaceSMM (SW/HW)

Blackscholes (P) 50 50

Bodytrack (P) 50 50

Fluidanimate (P) 50 49

LU (S) 50 50

Ocean (S) 50 49

Radix (S) 50 50

Swaptions (P) 50 50

Water-Nsquared (S) 50 49

Water-Spacial (S) 50 50

Total 450/450 447/450

Detection Coverage

Table 2.3 shows detection results for real-world data race bugs. The results show

that both RaceVC and RaceSMM detect all races, indicating our hardware ap-

proach do not significantly affect detection coverage.

In theory, RaceVC may be able to detect data races that RaceSMM cannot.

This is because the hardware implementation of RaceSMM relies on caches to

detect shared locations and the AHB to keep information of recent accesses.

Because the caches and the AHB have limited capacities, relevant information

may be evicted and lost, causing potential false negatives. As shown in Ta-

ble 2.4, RaceSMM did not detect 3 data races in our race injection study whereas

RaceVC detected all.

In theory, RaceVC may be able to detect data races that RaceSMM cannot.
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This is because the hardware implementation of RaceSMM relies on caches to

detect shared locations and the AHB to keep information of recent accesses. Be-

cause the caches and the AHB have limited capacities, relevant information may

be evicted and lost, causing potential false negatives. Table 2.4 shows the detec-

tion coverage of RaceVC and RaceSMM for the injected races. Here, RaceSMM

did not detect 3 data races in our race injection study whereas RaceVC detected

all.

Overall, results for both real-world race bugs in Table 2.3 and injected races

in Table 2.4 suggest that RaceSMM have a comparable detection coverage to

RaceVC. RaceSMM detected more than 99% of the injected races. Previous stud-

ies [42, 46] also observed that real-world race bugs typically manifest within

a short window. This explains why the hardware implementation (i.e. with

limited bookkeeping) shows comparable detection coverage to the software im-

plementation.

RaceSMM signals a race detection when two conflicting (same location, at

least one write) memory accesses are not ordered by happens-before relations.

This is precisely the definition of a data race and hence there is no false positive

in RaceSMM. While it is possible to have false negatives due to limited book-

keeping, RaceSMM would never flag a pair of conflicting accesses when a data

race does not exist. In our study, both the software and hardware implementa-

tions of RaceSMM report no false positives for Apache, MySQL, SPLASH2, and

PARSEC applications.

We have also studied the impact of context switches on the detection cover-

age of our proposed scheme. Each core’s AHB was periodically cleared to mimic

the effect of a context switch in a core. Overall, the impact of context switches
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on detection coverage is negligible. For example, if a context switch occurs ev-

ery 1ms on each core, our proposed architecture would still detect virtually all

data races tested (coverage remains at 99%). In our experiments, the 1024-entry

AHBs are filled within 0.01ms on average and 0.04ms in the worst case, which

is a fraction of a typical time quanta. Also, a data race is often detected many

times over an execution; so missing one dynamic instance does not necessarily

lead to a lower static coverage.

Cache and AHB Size Analysis

The hardware-based RaceSMM scheme relies on caches and the AHB for book-

keeping. Therefore, the cache and AHB sizes directly affect the detection capa-

bility. The race injection study in Figure 2.9(a) shows the impact of reducing

cache sizes on the detection coverage. Here, the L1, L2, and L3 caches are re-

duced to 1/2 and 1/4 of the baseline while keeping the AHB at the baseline

size. As expected, the detection rate decreases as the cache sizes decrease. Sim-

ilarly, Figure 2.9(b) shows the impact of reducing the AHB size. The coverage

decreases as the AHB size decreases because smaller AHBs can only keep his-

tory for less memory locations. The exact impact of reduced cache and AHB

sizes, however, depends on application characteristics. For example, memory

intensive benchmarks such as Fluidanimate are more sensitive than others.

Overall, the experiments indicate that our scheme needs a private (L2) cache of

128-KB, a last level cache (L3) of 4-MB, and an AHB with 512 entries in order to

provide good coverage (around 90%).

We also varied individual L2/L3 cache sizes and evaluated their effects on

detection capability. We note that L1 cache is implemented to be inclusive, and
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(a) Caches size study.
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(b) AHB size study.

Figure 2.9: The impact of caches and AHB sizes on the detection capability
of RaceSMM. We injected 50 races to each configuration. We re-
duced L1, L2, L3 and AHB sizes to 1/2 and 1/4 of the baseline
configurations (32KB, 256KB, 8MB, 1024-entries).
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(b) L3 cache size study.

Figure 2.10: The impact of L2/L3 cache sizes on the detection capability
of RaceSMM. We injected 50 races to each configuration. We
reduced L2 and L3 cache sizes separately to 1/2 and 1/4 of
their baseline configurations (256KB L2, 8MB L3).
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Figure 2.11: Performance overhead normalized to native execution.

hence its size does not impact race detection capability. Figure 2.10 shows the

detection coverage of RaceSMM when the L2 and L3 cache sizes are reduced

separately. Overall, we found that both L2 and L3 cache sizes have comparable

impacts on detection capability, though for different underlying reasons. As we

set the shared bits in the L2 cache on cache coherence downgrade requests, the

L2 cache size impacts the probability of a shared location being detected. On

the other hand, the L3 cache stores the shared bits while the shared cache blocks

remain on-chip, and its size has a direct impact on how long a shared location’s

shared bit remains set.

2.4.3 Performance Overhead

Currently, the software implementation of RaceSMM incurs a 10-20X perfor-

mance overhead compared to the plain Pin execution of the programs. The

overhead excludes the standard overhead from Pin, which has 12X overhead
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on average. The current software implementations are not optimized, and we

expect the overheads to be lower with further optimization.

Figure 2.11 shows the normalized execution time for RaceSMM. The perfor-

mance overheads are low at 4.8% on average. In the worst case, the overhead is

12.5% for Water-Spacial. Because the architecture mostly uses dedicated on-

chip structures such as 1-bit cache tags and the AHB for bookkeeping, the only

major source of performance overhead comes from communications between

AHBs for keeping write history coherent.

Additionally, the dynamic power consumption of AHB based on CACTI [50]

is estimated to be 56mW on average. We note that the current communication

overhead is somewhat conservative as we modeled the communication network

bus at only 1 GHz. Additionally we have modeled 32-bit bus width instead of

the more aggressive setups. We believe that the overhead will be significantly

lower with a further optimized communication network implementation.

Another possible source of overhead comes from accessing vector clocks for

synchronization objects through the normal memory hierarchy. However, the

number of vector clock accesses is negligible when compared to the number

of regular data accesses. The vector clocks only introduce 0.08% additional

accesses for Fluidanimate in the worst case, and only 0.003% on average.

Hence, the overall performance impact due to additional vector clock accesses

is negligible. The average L1 cache miss rate only increases 0.03% compared to

the baseline.

Counter overflows may also introduce performance overheads by requiring

timestamps and vector clocks to reset. However, we have never encountered
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Table 2.5: Comparison of HW Assisted Data Race Detection Schemes.

ReEnact [62] CORD [61] RADISH [18] RaceSMM

Scalability No Yes Yes Yes

Detection Coverage High-Very High 77% 100% (Complete) Over 99%

False Positive Yes No No No

Hardware Overhead High High Low Low

Average 5.8% 0.4% 80% 4.8%

Performance Overhead

Worst Case 14.7% 3% 200% 12.5%

Performance Overhead

any overflow during experiments. In the worst case in Fluidanimate, we

observed the maximum timestamp value of 47,832 after 287,748,471 memory

accesses when the benchmark finishes. In all other benchmarks, the timestamp

values never exceeded 10,000 after the entire execution. Hence, we believe that

the possible performance overhead introduced by timestamp overflows is neg-

ligible.

2.4.4 Comparison to Related Schemes

The proposed RaceSMM scheme is most closely related to other hardware sup-

ported data race detection techniques based on happens-before relations. As

shown in Table 2.5, we compare the characteristics of three other hardware as-

sisted data race detection schemes with ours.

ReEnact [62] provides hardware support for logical vector clocks for cache

lines. Due to its high hardware complexity and the use of vector clocks for

cache lines, ReEnact suffers from noticeable performance overhead, and poor
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scalability for more than a few threads. While ReEnact provides high detection

coverage (note, no quantitative detection coverage is available from [62]), it also

suffers from false positives due to false sharing of vector clocks within a cache

line. The hardware overhead for ReEnact is also high as it requires specialized

registers for vector clock storage in each cache, and the register size increases

linearly as the number of threads grows.

CORD [61] avoids the overheads and poor scalability issue of vector clocks

by keeping four scalar timestamps per cache line, at the expense of lower detec-

tion coverage (77%). CORD has a high hardware overhead as it requires on-chip

state equal to 19% of cache capacity. In comparison, RaceSMM only requires 13-

KB on-chip buffer space with 1-bit tag per cache line. Overall, CORD provides a

scalable data race detection scheme with negligible performance overhead and

no false positive at the cost of lower detection coverage and high hardware over-

head.

RADISH [18] proposes a hardware and software hybrid race detection

scheme that uses a vector clock based race detection approach similar to Fast-

Track [27]. While it provides good scalability and a comprehensive detection

coverage, it still incurs a significant performance overhead at run-time compare

with the proposed scheme.

RaceSMM shows a 4.8% average slowdown while RADISH reports an 80%

average slowdown in execution. In particular, two benchmarks were com-

mon used to evaluate RaceSMM and RADISH. The performance overheads for

Fluidanimate are 3% in RaceSMM vs. 72% in RADISH. The overheads for

Blacksholes are 0.2% in RaceSMM vs. 5% in RADISH.
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Comparing with RADISH, the performance improvement in RaceSMM

comes from that it only maintains meta-data for dynamically shared locations

within a small window compared to statically shared locations in RADISH. Also,

RaceSMM only stores meta-data in AHBs whereas RADISH keeps them as data

in caches and memory, requiring extra transfers in a memory hierarchy.

Overall, RaceSMM provides a scalable scheme with a high detection coverage

with no false positives, and requires low hardware overhead through a separate

on-chip only buffer (AHB). RaceSMM is the only scalable scheme that provides

high detection coverage, low performance overhead, while incurring no false

positive of the four schemes compared.
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CHAPTER 3

NON-RACE CONCURRENCY BUG DETECTOR

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce a new heuristic condition for non-race concurrency

bugs, named order-sensitive critical sections, and propose a run-time bug detec-

tion scheme based on the condition. The order-sensitive critical sections are de-

fined as a pair of critical sections that can lead to non-deterministic shared mem-

ory state depending on the order in which they execute. Here, a run-time non-

race bug detection algorithm, named OSCS, that detects the order-sensitive criti-

cal sections is presented. Experiments show that the proposed scheme provides

a very good bug coverage for both non-race atomicity and ordering violations,

with a small number of false positives. For example, the scheme, when imple-

mented in software, detected all 9 real-world non-race bugs that were tested as

well as over 90% of the injected non-race bugs in our experiments.

Additionally, the proposed non-race bug detector can be supported in hard-

ware while only requiring minor hardware changes with a small amount of state

- a 9-KB buffer per core and a 1-bit tag per data cache block. Experiment results

show that the hardware-supported OSCS scheme can still detect all 9 real-world

bugs that were tested, as well as more than 84% of the injected non-race bugs

in our experiments. Moreover, the hardware supported scheme has negligible

impact on performance, with a 0.23% slowdown on average. Overall, we show

that the OSCS algorithm can be supported in hardware with limited bookkeep-

ing and very low performance overhead while still maintaining a high detection

coverage.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the idea

of detecting non-race concurrency bugs based on order-sensitive critical sec-

tions. Then, Section 3.3 describes how this idea can be realized as a detection

algorithm, and Section 3.4 discusses how the algorithm can be implemented

with hardware support. Section 3.5 evaluates the proposed scheme.

3.2 Order-Sensitive Critical Sections

This section introduces a new heuristic for detecting non-race concurrency bugs

along with examples. We first discuss how traditional data races capture con-

currency bugs. Then, we extend the idea behind data races into non-race bugs

and propose a new heuristic.

3.2.1 Intuition in Bug Detection Through Data Races

Informally, concurrency bugs can be considered as mistakes in synchronization

that allow an unintended thread interleaving pattern, which results in inconsis-

tent program outcomes from run to run even for identical inputs. Even though

programmers may intentionally allow non-deterministic outputs in favor of re-

duced overheads when precise outputs are not important as in statistics coun-

ters, such non-deterministic outputs are infrequent in practice. In this sense, a

non-deterministic output often indicates a concurrency bug.

Because exhaustively testing outputs for non-determinism is infeasible in

practice, concurrency bug detection approaches often check for improper syn-

chronization patterns, which lead to non-deterministic memory state and likely
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Figure 3.1: A data race example (from MySQL [42]).

non-deterministic program outputs. For example, data races capture a large

class of concurrency bugs where synchronization operations are missing be-

tween a pair of conflicting memory accesses. Here, conflicting accesses are de-

fined as ones from different threads to the same memory location, with at least

one write. The data races imply that conflicting accesses can be executed in an

arbitrary order, resulting in an non-deterministic shared memory state.

Figure 3.1 shows a data race in MySQL that results in an atomicity vi-

olation bug. In this example, none of the accesses to the shared pointer

thd->proc info is protected by synchronization. These accesses can be freely

reordered, resulting in a fault if the pointer is set to be NULL by 2.1 between 1.1

and 1.2. To prevent the data race, both 1.1-1.2 and 2.1 need to be protected by a

critical section to ensure an atomic execution.

Data races can be detected at run-time by checking if two conflicting mem-

ory accesses can be re-ordered while maintaining the same happens-before rela-

tionships among all synchronization operations. Re-ordering a pair of memory

accesses without changing the order of synchronization operations is possible

only when there is no synchronization between the accesses, either directly or

indirectly.
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Critical section pair

Ordered (deterministic execution order)

Unordered (non-deterministic execution order)

Order-insensitive (deterministic shared memory state)

Order-sensitive (non-deterministic shared memory state)

No conflict (data parallel)

Redundant write (same value)

Commutative operations

No affect on outputs

Affect outputs

Figure 3.2: Types of critical section pairs.

3.2.2 Non-Determinism in Critical Sections

While data races can detect a broad range of concurrency bugs where conflict-

ing memory accesses are not controlled at all, a recent study shows that many

concurrency bugs do not fall into data races [42]. Programmers can remove data

races by placing shared memory accesses within critical sections. However, be-

cause the critical sections can still execute in an arbitrary order, program outputs

may still be non-deterministic even without data races. For example, while the

data race shown in Figure 3.1 can be fixed by protecting both 1.1-1.2 and 2.1 with

critical sections, the program output remains to be non-deterministic as 2.1 can

be executed either before or after 1.1-1.2.

In this research, we aim to develop a general technique to detect a broad

range of non-race concurrency bugs. To achieve this goal, we extend the intu-

ition behind data races, where non-deterministic shared memory state from the

lack of synchronization is used as an indicator for a concurrency bug, to critical
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Figure 3.3: Examples for different types of critical section pairs.
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sections. In essence, we look at a pair of critical sections with conflicting mem-

ory accesses and use it as an indicator for a concurrency bug if the two critical

sections can lead to non-deterministic shared memory state depending on the

order in which they execute. We call such critical section pairs as order-sensitive

critical sections.

To understand when critical sections lead to non-deterministic shared mem-

ory state, let us consider how critical sections are typically used to produce de-

terministic state even when the mutex synchronization does not enforce any

specific ordering between critical sections. Figure 3.2 categorizes common rela-

tionships between a pair of critical sections.

A critical section pair can first be categorized based on whether the two criti-

cal sections can truly run in an arbitrary order. Even though the mutex synchro-

nization does not enforce any ordering, programmers may use an additional

ordering synchronization operation to ensure a certain order between critical

sections. In this case, the critical sections execute in a deterministic order. For ex-

ample, Figure 3.3(a) shows an ordered critical section pair from a simple database

table manipulation example. In the example, one thread (Thread 1) initializes

the table to an empty state before reaching a barrier, and another thread (Thread

2) can add entries to the table only after the barrier. Therefore, the critical sec-

tion in Thread 1 is ordered to execute before the critical section in Thread 2 by

the barrier ordering synchronization operation.

An unordered critical section pair can either be order-insensitive or order-

sensitive. The order-insensitive pairs imply that the shared memory state after

the two critical sections will be identical no matter which order they run. There

are a few common cases where the ordering of critical sections does not affect
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the program state. First, critical sections may work on disjoint sets of mem-

ory locations without any conflicting accesses. Such a case is common for a

data-parallel part of a program. Second, a conflicting write may be redundant,

resulting in the same value in memory no matter which order the two critical

sections execute. For example, a program may initialize a variable in multiple

threads to a single value. Finally, the operations in the critical sections may be

commutative. For example, Figure 3.3(b) shows an example where two threads

add a partial sum to the global sum. Because an addition is commutative, the

result is identical no matter which order the two threads run.

If the execution order of two critical sections affect the resulting shared mem-

ory state, the critical section pair is order-sensitive. In this case, the shared mem-

ory state can be non-deterministic even for identical inputs. If the inconsis-

tency in memory affects a program output, such order-sensitive critical sections

represent concurrency bugs. For example, Figure 3.3(c) shows an atomicity

violation example from Mozilla [43]. In this case, each memory access to the

shared variable gCurrentScript is protected by a lock. However, the value

of gCurrentScript depends on the order in which the two threads’ critical

sections execute. The program can crash when the thread interleaving follows

1.3 - 2.2 - 1.9; gCurrentScript will be NULL for 1.9.

In this work, we propose to use the order-sensitive critical sections as indi-

cators for bugs. In that sense, we refer to our detection scheme as OSCS (Order-

Sensitive Critical Sections). Note that we only consider shared memory locations,

which are used by multiple threads, to determine order-sensitivity. We do not

use non-determinism in thread local state as an indicator for bugs. This is be-

cause non-deterministic shared memory state is much more likely to result in
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non-deterministic program outputs compared to non-deterministic local state.

For example, in a case where multiple consumers work on a set of data in par-

allel, the thread local state will depend on which data that a particular thread

works on and can easily be different from run to run even when outputs are

deterministic.

3.2.3 Detection Heuristic

Here, we discuss a heuristic approach to detect order-sensitive critical sections

in practice. Instead of precisely detecting all order-sensitive critical sections, the

goal is to develop a simple heuristic that detects most order-sensitive critical

sections with minimal false positives. Also, we want the heuristic to be simple

enough for run-time checks. Just like data race detectors are often used even

when they cannot detect all concurrency bugs, we believe a detection scheme

will be useful if it covers a broad range of bugs with low false positives.

While there can be many ways to detect order-sensitive critical sections, our

approach defines the order-critical sections indirectly as critical sections that

are neither ordered nor order-insensitive. Then, the approach relies on a set

of heuristics to filter out common patterns for ordered and order-insensitive

critical sections as shown below. The detailed run-time detection algorithm is

explained in the next section.

Ordered critical sections: The scheme keeps track of restrictions from all

ordering synchronization operations. If there exists a direct or indirect ordering

restriction between two critical sections, the pair is considered to be ordered.
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No conflict (order-insensitive): If there is no conflicting accesses between

two critical sections, the pair is order-insensitive. This condition can be checked

by keeping track of previous accesses for each memory location.

Redundant writes (order-insensitive): If a conflicting write does not change

the value in memory, the write operation is redundant. For example, both crit-

ical sections may write the same value. This condition can be checked by com-

paring the memory value before and after a conflicting write.

Commutative operations (order-insensitive): Precisely checking if two crit-

ical sections are commutative requires understanding of detailed semantics of

operations as well as data dependence. Instead, we use a simple heuristic based

on a memory access pattern to conservatively filter out commutative operations.

Intuitively, in order for an operation on a shared memory location to be commu-

tative, each thread needs to first read the current value before updating it, often

atomically. For example, adding a partial sum to a global sum in Figure 3.3(b)

requires reading the current global sum and writing the updated sum within a

critical section.

Based on this intuition, our heuristic considers a pair of critical sections to be

commutative if both contain a read followed by a write for each memory loca-

tion with conflicting accesses between two critical sections. We call the sequence

of a read followed by a write to the conflicting location a read-write sequence.

To understand how the proposed checks can detect bugs, let us consider

the atomicity violation example in Figure 3.3(c). In this example, the critical

sections in Thread 1 (1.2 to 1.5) and Thread 2 (2.1 to 2.3) are unordered and

have conflicting writes to gCurrentScript. Also, each critical section only
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contains one write instead of a read-write sequence, which indicates that the

critical sections are not commutative. Therefore, the two critical sections will be

flagged as order-sensitive.
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Figure 3.4: An ordering violation bug example (KB3) [76].

As another example, Figure 3.4 shows an ordering violation example from

Mozilla. The program hangs if the thread interleaving follows 2.3 - 1.4 because

mWaiting would be false at 2.3 and Thread 1 waits at 1.5 for a notification

that will never be sent. The critical section pair in this example will be flagged

as order-sensitive because they are not ordered, and have conflicting accesses

to mProcessing and mWaiting without a read-write sequence in both critical

sections.
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3.2.4 Limitations

The proposed detection scheme, OSCS, is a heuristic for detecting non-race con-

currency bugs. In that sense, OSCS can have both false negatives and false posi-

tives, like any other heuristic methods. For example, data race detectors cannot

detect all concurrency bugs (false negatives) and may also incorrectly identify

programmer intended races for bugs (false positives). Our experiments, how-

ever, indicate that OSCS can detect a broad range of bugs with a small number

of false positives.

1.1 index = base + offset;
1.2 n = &(global->prefix_tree[index]);

Lock (l);
1.3 if (n -> done_flag == 0)

{
1.4     pthread_cond_wait();

}
1.5 UnLock (l);
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Figure 3.5: A false positive example from Ocean.

From the false positive perspective, OSCS relies on the assumption that

non-deterministic shared memory state indicates a bug. However, if the non-

deterministic shared memory state does not lead to non-deterministic outputs

or the outputs are intentionally allowed to be non-deterministic, our approach

can lead to a false positive. The OSCS scheme also uses a heuristic to detect com-

mutative critical sections where read-write sequences in both critical sections are

considered as an indicator for a commutative operation. This heuristic can lead
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to false positives when it is not enough to detect all commutative operations as

shown in Figure 3.5. In this example, each thread is executing the same piece of

code, which updates the global maximum error value. A false positive happens

when either Thread 1 or Thread 2’s local err is less than global variable. This

results in one of the critical sections with only a read, while the other critical

section has a read followed by a write to the global variable.

There are a couple of approximations in the proposed heuristics that can

lead to false negatives (missed bugs). First, we do not detect non-deterministic

thread local state as a bug because they are difficult to check and could lead to

false positives. Second, the heuristic to detect commutative critical sections can

be conservative and incorrectly mark non-commutative ones as commutative.

In addition to these approximations in our heuristics, OSCS is designed to detect

bugs in accesses within critical sections, and does not detect data race bugs or

bugs from misplaced ordering synchronization operations.

Note, however, that false positives and negatives are common for any

heuristic method. An important question is how well the heuristic works

in practice. Our tests on real-world application programs including Apache,

MySQL, Aget, Pbzip2, PARSEC, and SPLASH2 indicates that there are only a

small number of false positives. The experiments on real-world and injected

bugs show that the OSCS scheme is quite effective in detecting non-race bugs;

the scheme detected all real-world bugs and over 90% of injected bugs.
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3.3 Detection Algorithm

This section presents the run-time algorithm for detecting order-sensitive crit-

ical sections. We first present a high-level overview of the algorithm and the

meta-data, followed by the detailed algorithm and optimizations.

To be general, we describe the algorithm using release and acquire instead

of individual synchronization operations. Recall that synchronization primi-

tives can be considered as acquiring and releasing tokens, which we refer to as

synchronization objects. For example, mutual exclusion requires each thread to

acquire a token (lock) before entering a critical section and to release the token

after the critical section. Similarly, barriers can be realized by having each thread

to release a token upon reaching the barrier and waiting to acquire tokens from

all other threads before proceeding.

3.3.1 Overview

1.1 index = base + offset;
1.2 n = &(global->prefix_tree[index]);

Lock (l);
1.3 if (n -> done_flag == 0)

{
1.4     pthread_cond_wait();

}
1.5 UnLock (l);
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Figure 3.6: OSCS operations on every memory access.

In a high-level, the OSCS algorithm detects a potential concurrency bug by
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Meta-data:
1. CSList[TID]:

A set of critical section(s) that a thread is currently in.
2. PrevReadCSList[Addr][TID]/
PrevWriteCSList[Addr][TID]:
A set of critical section(s) that a thread was in when
the most recent memory accesses happened in that thread.

3. ThreadVClk[TID1][TID2]:
A vector clock per thread. A timestamp is stored in each element.

4. PrevReadVClk[Addr][TID]/
PrevWriteVClk[Addr][TID]:
Time stamp per address per thread for most recent read/write.

5. OrderObjVClk[OrderObj][TID]:
A vector clock per ordering synchronization object.
A timestamp is stored in each element.

6. CSRWFlag[Addr][TID]:
A single bit flag per memory address per thread that indicates
wether a read-write sequence exists within a critical section.

7. DetectionList[TID]:
A list of potentially buggy memory access pairs in each thread.

Figure 3.7: Meta-data required for our algorithm.

detecting two critical sections with conflicting memory accesses and checking if

the pair is order-sensitive from the perspective of that shared location.

Figure 3.6 shows an overview of the OSCS algorithm on each memory access.

The algorithm first checks if there is a previous access to the memory location

from another thread, which forms a conflicting access pair with the current ac-

cess. Then, the algorithm checks if both conflicting accesses are protected by a

critical section with the same lock. These checks identify a critical section pair

with conflicting memory accesses, which are not data races.

Once a critical section pair is identified, the algorithm checks if the pair is

order-sensitive by filtering out ordered and order-insensitive ones. First, the

algorithm checks if the critical sections are ordered by keeping track of con-

straints from all ordering synchronization operations. Then, the algorithm
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Functions on synchronization operations:
update acquire(TID, SyncObj)
1. If (type(SyncObj) == OrderObj),

(a) ThreadVClk[TID][TID]++;
(b) For each i, update the vector clock: ThreadVClk[TID][i] =

MAX(ThreadVClk[TID][i], OrderObjVClk[SyncObj][i]).
2. If (type(SyncObj) == MutexObj),

Add SyncObj to CSList[TID].

update release(TID, SyncObj)
1. If (type(SyncObj) == OrderObj),

(a) ThreadVClk[TID][TID]++;
(b) For each i, update the vector clock: OrderObjVClk[TID][i] =

MAX(ThreadVClk[TID][i], OrderObjVClk[SyncObj][i])
2. If (type(SyncObj) == MutexObj),

(a) Remove SyncObj from CSList[TID].
(b) If (CSList[TID] is empty),

For each access pair in DetectionList[TID],
If (!(CSRWFlag[Addr][PrevTID]) || !(CSRWFlag[Addr][TID])),
Report a bug.

Figure 3.8: OSCS: detailed algorithm for operations on each synchroniza-
tion operations.

checks whether the critical section pair is order-insensitive due to commuta-

tive operations or redundant writes. If the critical section pair is neither ordered

or order-insensitive, the algorithm logs it as a potential concurrency bug.

In order to perform the necessary checks described above, the algorithm

maintains a set of meta-data on each memory accesses as well as each synchro-

nization acquire or release operation. Figure 3.7 shows a summary of meta-data

variables that are used in OSCS. Here, TID represents a thread ID, Addr repre-

sents a byte address for each memory location, and OrderObj represents each

ordering synchronization object.
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Functions on each memory access:
OSCS detectCS(TID, Addr, Type, ThreadVClk[TID][TID]):
1. Check the most recent write in each thread:

(a) For all valid threadID i , TID,
(a.1) If (CSList[TID] ∩ PrevWriteCSList[Addr][i])

Call check order(TID, i,
PrevWriteVClk[Addr][i], Addr).

2. Check the most recent read in each thread:
(a) If (Type == Read), skip Step 3.
(b) For all valid threadID i , TID,

(b.1) If (CSList[TID] ∩ PrevReadCSList[Addr][i])
Call check order(TID, i,
PrevReadVClk[Addr][i], Addr).

3. Update the access history for the memory location
(a) If (Type == Read),

PrevReadVClk[Addr][TID] = ThreadVClk[TID][TID].
PrevReadCSList[Addr][TID] = CSList[TID].

(b) If (Type == Write),
PrevWriteVClk[Addr][TID] = ThreadVClk[TID][TID].
PrevWriteCSList[Addr][TID] = CSList[TID].

check order(TID, PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp, Addr)
1. If (ThreadVClk[TID][PrevTID] ≤ PrevTimeStamp)

Call check commutative(TID, PrevTID, Addr).

update commutative flag(TID, Addr, Type):
1. If (Type == Write && CSList[TID] ∩ PrevReadCSList[Addr][TID]),

CSRWFlag[Addr][TID] = True.
Else, CSRWFlag[Addr][TID] = False.

2. If (Type == Read && !(CSList[TID] ∩ PrevReadCSList[Addr][TID])),
CSRWFlag[Addr][TID] = False.

check commutative(TID, PrevTID, Addr)
1.If (!(CSRWFlag[Addr][PrevTID])),

Report a bug.
2. If (CSRWFlag[Addr][PrevTID] && !(CSRWFlag[Addr][TID])),

Add an entry to DetectionList[TID].

Figure 3.9: OSCS: detailed algorithm for operations on each memory op-
erations.

3.3.2 Detailed Algorithm

This subsection describes the details of the necessary meta-data and operations

for each step in the algorithm. Figure 3.8 shows the pseudo-code for operations
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on each synchronization operation and Figure 3.9 shows the operations on each

memory access.

Critical Sections with Conflicting Accesses

The algorithm detects a critical section pair with conflicting accesses in two

steps: detect conflicting accesses, and check if they are within critical sec-

tions. To detect conflicting accesses, the algorithm maintains timestamps

for the most recent read and write from each thread to each memory loca-

tion, PrevReadVClk[Addr][TID] and PrevWriteVClk[Addr][TID]. The

timestamps are from each thread’s local clock. On each memory access, the

algorithm updates the meta-data and checks if there is a conflicting access by

looking up previous reads and writes from other threads.

To identify corresponding critical sections for conflicting accesses,

the algorithm uses CSList[TID], PrevReadCSList[Addr][TID] and

PrevWriteCSList[Addr][TID]. CSList shows the critical sections that

each thread is currently running by recording the mutex object (MutexSyncObj)

and a starting timestamp for each critical section. PrevReadCSList and

PrevWriteCSList record the critical sections for the most recent read and

write accesses from each thread to each memory location. On conflicting ac-

cesses, the algorithm checks if they are both protected by a critical section

with the same lock by comparing the mutex object stored in CSList and

PrevReadCSList/PrevWriteCSList.

The algorithm updates CSList on each acquire or release operation by call-

ing update acquire() and update release() in Figure 3.8. Updates for
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the rest of the meta-data and checks are performed on each memory access by

calling OSCS detectCS, as shown in Figure 3.9.

Ordered Critical Sections

Once a candidate critical section pair is identified, the algorithm checks if the

pair is constrained to run in a deterministic order. For this purpose, the algo-

rithm uses vector clocks for each thread (ThreadVClk[TID1][TID2]) and or-

dering synchronization object (OrderObjVClk[OrderObj][TID] to encode

ordering constraints between two threads. ThreadVClk[i][j] shows the ear-

liest that a memory access from Thread i can be executed in terms of Thread

j’s local time without violating the ordering constraint from synchronization.

The OrderObjVClk represents the earliest that the following acquire operation

can happen in each thread’s local time for each ordering synchronization object.

ThreadVClk[i][i] represents Thread i’s local clock, which is incremented

on each ordering synchronization operation.

On an acquire operation by Thread i for ordering synchronization, the

ThreadVClk[i] is updated with OrderObjVClk[OrderObj] by taking the

larger timestamp for each element. On a release operation for ordering synchro-

nization, OrderObjVClk is updated with ThreadVClk. The operations are

shown in acquire update() and release update().

The algorithm uses the vector clocks to check if conflicting accesses from two

critical sections are ordered (shown in check order()). The current mem-

ory access from Thread TID and a previous access from Thread PrevTID are

not explicitly ordered if PrevVClk[Addr[PrevTID] is greater or equal to
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ThreadVClk[TID][PrevTID].

Commutative Critical Sections

To detect commutative critical sections, the algorithm uses a 1-bit flag

(CSRWFlag[Addr][TID]) to indicate whether a read-write sequence within a

critical section has happened to each memory location from each thread. On a

write, CSRWFlag is set when the most recent local read was also within the same

critical section, and cleared otherwise. The algorithm also clears CSRWFlag on

the first read within a critical section or reads outside critical sections. These

updates are shown in update commutative flag().

In our heuristic, a critical section pair is considered to be commutative if both

critical sections contain a read-write sequence for each conflicting memory loca-

tion. The algorithm checks this property by calling check commutative() on

detecting unordered conflicting accesses from two critical sections. If CSRWFlag

is not set for the earlier conflicting access, the algorithm can immediately deter-

mine that critical sections are non-commutative. However, if the previous access

has CSRWFlag set while the current access does not, the conflicting access pair

is added to DetectionList and checked again when the current thread exits

the critical section (shown in release update()).

Redundant Writes

The algorithm can also check memory values before and after a conflicting write

to see if the write is redundant. We discuss its impact on false positives in the

evaluation section. For simplicity, this check is not shown in the pseudo-code.
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3.3.3 Debug Information on Detection

The OSCS scheme can pinpoint the critical sections and conflicting memory ac-

cesses for a potential bug. Our implementation reports the program counters

and memory addresses for conflicting accesses, the associated thread IDs, and

the time-stamped mutex object for a potential bug. to help debugging. More

debugging information can be added if necessary.

3.3.4 Optimizations

For simplicity, we first described the OSCS algorithm using vector variables for

each memory location. However, the per-thread, per-byte meta-data variables

result in a significant memory overhead, which increases linearly with the num-

ber of threads. To be more practical, here we propose an optimized algorithm,

named OSCS-Opt. We will refer to the original algorithm as OSCS-Base.

To reduce overhead and improve scalability, OSCS-Opt uses scalar variables

in place of vector variables for bookkeeping. Specifically, for each location, the

algorithm only maintains the history of the two most recent reads and two most

recent writes from different threads rather than one read and one write per

thread. The algorithm needs the most recent read and write from the current

thread within a critical section to update CSRWFlag, and at least one recent

read/write from another thread to detect conflicting accesses. The scalar vari-

ables do not increase with the number of threads.

OSCS-Opt further reduces the amount of meta-data on previous accesses by

keeping the history only for accesses within critical sections to shared memory
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locations that have conflicting accesses, exploiting that detection only uses those

accesses. Our test shows that shared memory locations are only a small fraction

of the entire memory space. Recent studies [17, 31] also made an observation

that a significant percentage of memory blocks are only accessed locally by one

thread. Our evaluation results indicate that these optimizations significantly

reduce the space overhead without a noticeable impact on detection capability.

3.4 Hardware Implementation

This section introduces a hardware implementation of the OSCS algorithm,

named OSCS-HW. Figure 3.10(a) shows the high-level block diagram for the ar-

chitecture where the blue (dark) blocks indicate the new components that are

needed to support OSCS. The architecture is based on the OSCS-Opt algorithm,

which uses scalar meta-data for each shared memory location, but further lim-

its the meta-data for efficiency. Specifically, OSCS-HW detects shared locations

only through on-chip caches by tagging cache blocks and maintains per-location

meta-data only in an on-chip buffer, named AHB. The checker module performs

bookkeeping and check operations at each core and maintains per-thread meta-

data.

We note that the our hardware design in OSCS-HW consists the same com-

ponents as in RaceSMM (shown as the blue (dark) blocks). The only notable

differences in OSCS-HW are the additional meta-data in the AHB block and the

additional logic in the checker block(shown as the orange (light) blocks). Fig-

ure 3.10(b) shows the key components of OSCS-HW, which are discussed in de-

tail in the rest of this section.
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Figure 3.10: Architecture overview for OSCS.

In our architecture, each block in data caches has a 1-bit tag, which indicates

whether the block is shared, same as in RaceSMM. Recall that the shared bit is
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Figure 3.11: Checker: keeps current thread ID (TID), a thread vector clock
(ThreadVClk), the most recent critical section information that
a thread is currently in (CSList) and detection/bookkeeping
logic.

set when a cache coherence event indicates that multiple cores access the same

cache block with at least one write. More specifically, the shared bit is set when

there is a downgrade request that changes the cache block to either shared or

invalid state. For example, in a MESI protocol, the shared bit is set on the fol-

lowing requests: M->S, M->I, E->S, E->I, S->I, etc.

3.4.1 Checker Module

The checker module for OSCS-HWmaintains a per-thread state and performs the

bookkeeping and checking operations at each core. As shown in Figure 3.11, for

the active thread on the core, the checker keeps a thread ID (TID), a thread

vector clock (ThreadVClk), and the critical section that a thread is currently in

(CSList).

We note that in order to support nested critical sections, we may need to

store more than one critical sections the CSList. However, we have found that

it is very rare to have nested critical sections in practice. In fact, we have not

encountered any real-world or randomly injected bugs which involve nested
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critical sections in our evaluation. Moreover, storing the most recent critical sec-

tion ID and its timestamp can still detect bugs within nested critical sections,

as long as the conflicting accesses are within critical sections that are protected

by the same mutex object. We also note that storing the most recent critical sec-

tion information can only leads to potential false negatives as two conflicting

accesses will never trigger a detection unless they share the same critical section

ID. Therefore, in OSCS-HW, we have made the design choice of only storing the

most recent critical section ID and its timestamp on chip. However, a simple

extension can be made by adding additional on-chip storage or store the criti-

cal section information in lower caches to provide complete support to nested

critical sections.

On each memory access, the checker module checks if the memory location

is “shared” and within a critical section by looking at a cache tag and CSList. If

so, the checker module stores the access history in an on-chip buffer (AHB). As

we only detects non-race concurrency bugs in OSCS-HW, bookkeeping of shared

accesses within critical sections is sufficient. The checker module also detects

conflicting accesses within critical sections using the history in the AHB and the

CSList, and performs checks for bug detection on those critical sections.

For ordering synchronization operation, the checker module coordinates

with a software layer through new instructions for bookkeeping. The archi-

tecture provides two additional instructions, one for acquire and the other for

release, conveying the address of the vector clock for the synchronization object.

The vector clock is accessed and/or updated by the checker module through

normal memory hierarchy.
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Figure 3.12: AHB: a history table that saves previous accesses information
for two most recent read and write accesses to shared memory
locations within critical sections

3.4.2 Access History Buffer

As shown in Figure 3.12, the access history buffer (AHB) in OSCS-HW keeps the

meta-data for two recent read and write accesses, including the previous TIDs

and the previous timestamps for those accesses. Additionally, each AHB entry

also keeps the most recent critical section information and the CSRWFlag for

each of the previous accesses.

The AHB is kept coherent by a cache coherence protocol similar to other on-

chip caches. We implemented the AHB coherence protocol separate from the

main data cache, however, we note that as the total number of accesses to AHB

is very small as discussed earlier, the AHB coherence operations can be done

using the exciting main cache coherence structure with minimal overhead as

well.

Note that unlike the AHB used in RaceSMM, we decide to save both the read

and write access histories globally here. This is because accesses to AHB only

happen rarely in practice, and the associated overheads, especially the over-

head for keeping AHB coherent, are kept at minimum. Hence, we decide to use

current implementation of AHB for its simplicity.
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Similar to the AHB used in RaceSMM, the AHB in OSCS-HW has a limited ca-

pacity and there is no backup hierarchy for the AHB. If an entry is evicted from

an AHB, the information is simply thrown away. A miss to the AHB creates a

new entry. While this design implies that we cannot detect conflicting accesses

with a long distance in between, our experimental results suggest that an AHB

with 256 entries are sufficient for virtually all concurrency bugs tested. More-

over, a miss to the AHB can only lead to potential false negatives, but not false

positives as we would not make a detection on a miss. We will further examine

the impact of AHB size on the detection capability in our evaluation section.

Additionally, our AHB implementation can store an access history per

byte with the flexible granularity optimization discussed earlier in RaceSMM.

Namely, for each AHB entry, there is a single-bit flag that indicates if the gran-

ularity is per byte or per word. An additional 4-bits are also appended to each

entry to mark which bytes in a word are associated with the AHB entry.

3.4.3 Vector Clocks

Instead of keeping a vector clock per synchronization object, as in RaceSMM,

the OSCS scheme only requires a vector clock per ordering synchronization ob-

ject. Therefore, the overall space and access overheads for vector clocks are

insignificant in practice as the total number of ordering synchronization ob-

jects are generally very small in applications. Moreover, as we now only in-

crement the vector clock elements on ordering synchronization operations, the

hardware counters for the vector clocks would encounter an overflow very in-

frequently. In fact, we did not encounter any overflow cases in our evaluation.
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Given that overflows are infrequent, our architecture handles them in a rela-

tively slow but straightforward fashion instead of adding complex hardware,

same as RaceSMM. Upon detecting an overflow in its local clock, a checker raises

an exception to an operating system, which in turn interrupts other cores that

run other threads from the same program. Then, the operating system clears

all clocks, and marks all AHB entries to be invalid in each core. In order to al-

low an operating system to clear vector clocks for synchronization objects, an

application allocates them in separate pages that are known to the operating

system.

3.5 Evaluation

This section presents evaluation results for the proposed OSCS scheme in both

software and hardware implementations. We first study the scheme’s bug de-

tection capability, then discuss the overheads.

3.5.1 Evaluation Setup

For the evaluation, we implemented three schemes, OSCS-Base, OSCS-Opt,

and OSCS-HW, using the Pin binary instrumentation framework [47]. Our Pin

tool implements the OSCS algorithms by intercepting memory accesses and

Pthread calls.

To evaluate the architectural support, we implemented a typical memory

hierarchy with bookkeeping structures in a Pin tool, and added a timing model

with a processing core that runs 1 instruction per cycle, L1/L2/L3 caches, and
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Table 3.1: Baseline architecture parameters.

Component Parameters

Core 4 2-GHz in-order single-issue cores

Caches L1 I/D (private, inclusive): 32KB/32KB 4-ways

3 cycles Latency

L2 (private): 256KB, 4-ways 15 cycles latency

L3 (shared): 8MB, 8-ways 40 cycles latency

Coh. protocol MESI

DRAM 4GB 50ns Latency

Meta-data 8-bit thread IDs, 16-bit clocks

AHB 256-entries, 8-way, 9KB, 3 cycles Latency

a memory interface. Table 2.2 summarizes the baseline architecture parameters

for OSCS-HW. For the OSCS bookkeeping, we model a 1-bit shared bit per cache

block and a 256-entry AHB. An AHB entry records an 8-bit thread ID and a

16-bit timestamp per access, for two reads and two writes, and a 16-bit critical

section ID and a 16-bit timestamp for the corresponding critical section.

To evaluate the bug detection capability, we used both real-world bugs and

injected bugs. For real-world bugs, we first used five non-race bugs on two large

real-world applications (MySQL and Mozzila).We also created kernel bugs (KB),

which use two threads to reproduce real-world bugs (MySQL and Mozilla) that

are reported in previous studies [42, 43, 76]. The list includes all real-world non-

race bugs that we could find and reproduce. For a further study on detection,

we also tested non-race bugs that are intentionally injected to programs from

the SPLASH2 [15] and PARSEC [8] benchmark suites. The following subsection

describes the details of the bug injection study.
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Table 3.2: Non-race concurrency bugs tested. (A - Atomicity violation, O -
Order violation, M - Multi-variable bug).

Bugs Description

MySQL1-A Log status can be read intermediately from a remote thread while

its two update opeartions are not within the same critical section.

MySQL2-AM The log and table operations are not updated within the

same critical section. The operation and its log may not match.

Mozilla1-A NULL can be set in between script-set and script-compile.

Mozilla2-AM Variable is being cleared in between initialization and setting

the empty flag to false, resulting a mismatch.

Mozilla3-O Loop break flag is set too early, resulting in an infinite loop.

KB1-A After an update, the variable can be set back to zero

(MySQL) intermediately by a remote thread.

KB2-AM An updated variable and its logged updated value may not match

(MySQL) due to remote intermediate update operations

KB3-O A waiting flag is checked before it’s set, program hangs.

(Mozilla)

KB4-AM Two related variables are separately protected by different locks,

(Mozilla) and not updated atomically together.

For a false positive study, we ran the SPLASH2 (4 threads, default input size)

and PARSEC (4 threads, simmedium input size) benchmarks. We also tested

full deployed instances of Apache (30 threads), Mozilla (8 threads), MySQL (10

threads), Aget (8 threads), and Pbzip2 (8 threads). The workloads for them were

created to mimic real uses.
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Table 3.3: Bug injection study. Potential non-race bugs are injected to mea-
sure the detection coverage. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2, (A) -
Atomicity violation, (O) - Order violation.

Unique Cases

Injected OSCS-Base OSCS-Opt OSCS-HW

Detected Detected Detected

Bodytrack (P) 3(A) 2(A) 2(A) 2 (A)

Fluidanimate (P) 5(A) 5(A) 5(A) 5(A)

LU (S) 8(A) 1(O) 6(A) 0(O) 6(A) 0(O) 6(A) 0(O)

Ocean (S) 14(A) 2(O) 12(A) 2(O) 12(A) 2(O) 11(A) 2(O)

Radix (S) 4(A) 4(A) 4(A) 4(A)

Water-nquare (S) 16(A) 1(O) 16(A) 1(O) 15(A) 1(O) 14(A) 1(O)

Water-spacial (S) 14(A) 14(A) 14(A) 12(A)

Total 68 62 61 57

Detection % — 91% 90% 84%

3.5.2 Bug Detection Capability

Table 3.2 shows the real-world bugs that we tested. OSCS-Base, OSCS-Opt

and OSCS-HW detect all real-world bugs in the table after a single run of each

application, showing that the notion of order-sensitive critical sections are ef-

fective in practice. While our algorithm is not designed for multi-variable

bugs, the results show that some multi-variable bugs can be detected from non-

determinism in a single variable.

In order to further study the detection capability, we injected atomicity and

ordering violations into benchmarks. For atomicity violation, we first created 5

bugs by manually selecting and breaking up a critical section into two or more: 2

in Ocean, 2 in Water-Nsquared, 1 in LU. For ordering violation, we manually
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removed a barrier or a wait instruction in a benchmark, creating 4 bugs: 2 in

Ocean, 1 in Water-Nsquared, 1 in LU. Except for one injected ordering bug in

LU, the OSCS algorithms successfully detected all manually injected bugs after a

single run. The manually injected bugs were checked to ensure that they indeed

change the program outcome or crash the program.

To obtain more test cases, we performed an automatic injection of atomicity

violation bugs using Pin. Here, the tool broke up one critical section into two by

injecting an unlock/lock pair between shared memory accesses. The approach

constructed a number of unique bug cases by sweeping all possible options.

Note that the automatically injected bugs may not truly affect the program out-

come; we could not check each case due to the large number.

Table 3.3 shows the detection results for both manually and automatically

injected bugs combined. The results show that the proposed scheme can detect

most of injected bugs; OSCS-Base detected 91%, OSCS-Opt detected 90%, and

OSCS-HW detected 84%. Most of the injected bugs were consistently detected

after a single run. Some bugs were only detected on certain program runs: 12

for OSCS-base, 15 for OSCS-Opt, and 18 for OSCS-HW. More than a half of

these bugs were detected greater than two third of time in tens of executions,

and others were detected about one third of time. The rest of the injected bugs

were consistently detected after a single run.

OSCS-Base can detect bugs that OSCS-Opt cannot because OSCS-Base

keeps track of the most recent read and write per thread whereas OSCS-Opt

only uses two reads and two writes to detect conflicting accesses. Similarly,

OSCS-HW has a lower coverage than the software schemes due to its limited

bookkeeping space in hardware. However, results for both real-world bugs and
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injected bugs suggest that the proposed optimizations have a minimal impact

on the bug coverage in practice. This is because most concurrency bugs involve

memory accesses that are close to each other. For example, a previous study

reported that typical atomicity violations happens within 750 accesses [46].

There are a few possible reasons why some of the injections are not detected

by our scheme. First, if both split critical sections, after breaking up one, still

have a read-write sequence for all conflicting shared variables, our algorithm

will not detect such a split. Second, because our scheme only checks a conflict

with the most recent read and write from each thread, a bug could be masked

by another read or write within a thread if remote accesses do not happen soon.

Finally, while the automatically injected bugs break up a critical section, there is

no guarantee that they will result in a real bug with non-deterministic outputs.

In that sense, the detection ratio can be seen as a conservative measure.

In the experiments, we found that most critical sections in real-world pro-

grams are rather small only consisting of a few shared memory accesses. Hence,

if a critical section is mistakenly broken up, it is likely that at least one critical

section will not have a read-write sequence. Real-world bugs that we studied

also support this observation. Most real-world bugs involve only a single access

to a particular variable within a critical section.

While the proposed algorithm cannot detect all non-race bugs, the above

results suggest that the OSCS scheme is indeed effective in practice. Overall, the

scheme detected all tested real-world bugs, and over 90% of injected atomicity

and ordering violations in software implementations, and over 84% in hardware

implementation.
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Table 3.4: The number of false positives (redun-wr: redundant writes).

Apache Bodytrack Ocean Pbzip2 Radix Others

OSCS-Base 4 (1 redun-wr) 3 1 6 (2 redun-wr) 3 0

OSCS-Opt 4 (1 redun-wr) 3 1 6 (2 redun-wr) 3 0

OSCS-HW 4 (1 redun-wr) 3 1 6 (2 redun-wr) 3 0

1.1 index = base + offset;
1.2 n = &(global->prefix_tree[index]);

Lock (l);
1.3 if (n -> done_flag == 0)

{
1.4     pthread_cond_wait();

}
1.5 UnLock (l);
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Thread 1 Thread 2
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2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 index = base + (offset>>1);
2.3 n = &(global->prefix_tree[index]);
2.4 n -> done_flag = 1;
2.5 pthread_cond_broadcast();
2.6 UnLock (l); }

Splash2: Radix: slave_sort()

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 

False Positive 
when 1.3 or 2.3 is 

not executed

2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
2.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
2.4 UnLock (l); }

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 local_sum = compute();
1.2 Lock (l);
1.3 global_sum += local_sum; 
1.4 UnLock (l); 

2.1 local_sum = compute();
2.2 Lock (l);
2.3 global_sum += local_sum; 
2.4 UnLock (l); 

Thread 1 (Producer) Thread 2 (Consumer)

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 Q[tail] = newElement;
1.3 tail++;
1.4 if (tail == head)
1.5     queueFull = 1;
1.6 cond_broadcast

(Q->notEmpty);
1.7 UnLock (l); 

False Positive

2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 for (;;) {
2.3 localElement = Q[head];
2.4 if (localElement != NULL) 

{
2.5     head++;
2.6     if (tail == head)
2.7         queueEmpty = 1;
2.8     break;

}
2.9 cond_wait

(Q->notEmpty); }
2.10 UnLock (l); pbzip2: pbzip2.cpp
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Figure 3.13: A false positive example from Radix.

3.5.3 False Positives

Table 3.4 shows false positives for our detection scheme. As shown, all three

implementations have 17 false positives: 4 for Apache, 3 for Bodytrack, 1 for

Ocean, 6 for Pbzip2 and 3 for Radix. There was no false positive for other pro-

grams including Aget, MySQL, Mozzila, PARSEC, and SPLASH2 benchmarks.

Out of these false positives, 1 case in Apache and 2 cases in Pbzip2 were redun-

dant writes that can be avoided by checking values for writes. We note that the

reported numbers represent the total false positives over tens of program runs.
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1.1 index = base + offset;
1.2 n = &(global->prefix_tree[index]);

Lock (l);
1.3 if (n -> done_flag == 0)

{
1.4     pthread_cond_wait();
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2.4 UnLock (l); 
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1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 Q[tail] = newElement;
1.3 tail++;
1.4 if (tail == head)
1.5     queueFull = 1;
1.6 cond_broadcast

(Q->notEmpty);
1.7 UnLock (l); 
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2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 for (;;) {
2.3 localElement = Q[head];
2.4 if (localElement != NULL) 

{
2.5     head++;
2.6     if (tail == head)
2.7         queueEmpty = 1;
2.8     break;

}
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(Q->notEmpty); }
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Figure 3.14: A false positive example from Pbzip2.

Four false positives from PbZip2 and all false positives from Apache, Body-

track, and Radix are quite similar as they come from a synchronization opera-

tion that uses a pthread cond wait(). Figure 3.13 shows an example from

Radix. Here, the done flag of a node from the global prefix tree is set in

Thread 2 while Thread 1 is waiting for the broadcast signal. In effect, the shared

variable in this case is used as a flag variable. These false positives are similar to

spin flags that can cause false positives in data race detectors and can be avoided

if the ordering synchronization of the flag variable can be identified explicitly.

Other false positives come from the use of heuristic in identifying commuta-

tive critical sections. For example, the false positive in Ocean happens because a

MAX function only updates a global variable when it is less than the local value

(discussed earlier in Figure 3.5). Two false positives from Pbzip2 involve head

and tail pointers of a consumer-producer FIFO queue as shown in Figure 3.14.

Here, the head and tail pointers are read by both the producer and consumer,

but incremented by only one. In this case, high-level programmer knowledge is
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Table 3.5: SW performance overhead. The slowdowns are normalized to
the execution times of Pin instrumentation.

Pin OSCS-Base OSCS-Opt

Slowdowns Slowdowns Slowdowns

Compare to Pin Compare to Pin

Bodytrack (P) 11.25x 25.43x 11.75x

Fluidanimate (P) 12.16x 31.46x 22.32x

LU (S) 14.10x 32.85x 22.78x

Ocean (S) 13.43x 34.53x 23.65x

Radix (S) 21.11x 32.15x 22.77x

Water-Nsquared (S) 12.52x 31.63x 21.18x

Water-Spacial (S) 13.93x 31.48x 20.79x

Geomean 13.80x 31.24x 21.52x

needed to understand that non-determinism in the head and tail pointers only

affect timing but not program state.

Overall, the false positive study shows that the proposed algorithm indeed

has false positives, but only has a small number of them in practice. Given that

the proposed heuristic can detect a broad range of non-race bugs, we believe

that the small number of false positives are acceptable and the proposed algo-

rithm can serve as an effective tool for detecting concurrency bug. In fact, the

number of false positives in our experiments were comparable to the number

of false positives (data races that are not bugs) from happens-before data race

detectors.
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3.5.4 Software Performance Overhead

Table 3.5 shows the performance of our software implementations. For our

benchmarks, the Pin framework without any instrumentation incurs a slow-

down of 13.80x on average. In addition to the overhead of Pin itself, our de-

tection algorithms show an average slowdown of 31.24x for OSCS-Base and

21.52x for OSCS-Opt.OSCS-Opt is noticeably faster thanks to its smaller mem-

ory footprint and the fact that it only checks up to two most recent accesses in

detecting conflicting accesses. The performance overhead is comparable to a

race detector based on vector clocks that we implemented in Pin as a compar-

ison. Also, we believe that the software implementations can be further opti-

mized.

3.5.5 Memory Space Overhead

The memory space overhead of the software schemes mainly comes from the

per-address per-thread meta-data such as PrevCSList and PrevVClk. Specif-

ically, our scheme maintains a 32-bit critical section ID (16-bit mutex object ID

and 16-bit timestamp for lock()), and a 16-bit timestamp for the most recent

read and write to each location, which represents a 12-byte overhead per thread

per byte for a byte-addressable system. For OSCS-Base with 8 threads, the

space overhead is 96 times of the original program’s memory footprint. On the

other hand, OSCS-Opt has a much lower memory space usage thanks to the

optimizations that only keeps the history of only two recent accesses for shared

memory locations. We found that the memory space usage is roughly 2-3x.

OSCS-HW has no per-address overhead because the meta-data is only kept in
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Figure 3.15: Performance overhead normalized to native execution.

the AHB.

In addition to the per-address meta-data, all three OSCS schemes require

a vector clock for each thread and each ordering synchronization object. Each

vector clock has Nthread timestamps where Nthread is the number of threads. How-

ever, the space overhead of these vector clocks is rather small because the num-

ber of threads and the number of ordering synchronization objects are small. In

our experiments, the number of ordering objects never exceeded 10. Even with

100 threads and 100 ordering synchronization objects, the vector clocks only

require 2MB for 16-bit timestamps.
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3.5.6 Hardware Evaluation

Hardware Performance Overhead

Figure 2.11 shows the normalized execution time for OSCS-HW. The perfor-

mance overhead is negligible on average. In the worst case, the overhead is

0.5% for Fluidanimate. Because the architecture mostly uses dedicated on-

chip structures such as 1-bit cache tags and the AHB for bookkeeping, there are

only two main sources of overhead for our implementation: the communication

among AHBs for coherency and vector clock accesses through the normal mem-

ory hierarchy for ordering synchronization objects. However, because the AHB

is only accessed on a shared memory access within a critical section, we found

that AHB accesses rather infrequent (1.7% in worst case for Fluidanimate

and 0.23% on average). The dynamic power consumption of AHB based on

CACTI [50] is estimated to be 9mW on average. Similarly, the number of vec-

tor clock accesses are negligible when compared to the number of regular data

accesses (0.07% in the worst case for Fluidanimate and only 0.003% on av-

erage). While counter overflows may also introduce performance overhead by

requiring timestamps and vector clocks to reset, the timestamp values never

exceeded a few hundreds after the entire execution for out benchmarks. As a

result, the overall performance impact is minimal for OSCS-HW.

We note that in certain cases (Bodytrack and LU), the experiments show

a tiny speedup for OSCS-HW. This is because additional vector clock accesses

change the cache access pattern, which resulted in a slightly lower cache miss-

rate. The speedup is quite small and less than 0.5%.
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Cache and AHB Size Analyses

Similar to the RaceSMM-HW scheme, OSCS-HW also relies on data caches to store

the “share bit” for each cache block. Hence, variation in cache sizes would have

the same impact on detection capability of OSCS-HW as it has on RaceSMM-HW.

We experimented on reducing the cache sizes to 1/2 (i.e. 16KB L1, 128KB L2,

4MB L3) and 1/4 (i.e. 8KB L1, 64KB L2, 2MB L3) of the baseline configuration.

As expected, the detection rate decreases as the cache sizes decrease. We found

that the detection coverage dropped to 76% and 60% respectively. This finding

is inline with our finding in the evaluation of RaceSMM-HW. On the other hand,

increasing the cache sizes did not show any improvement in detection coverage.

We note that accesses to AHB in OSCS-HW scheme is much less frequent than

in RaceSMM-HW as we only keep previous access histories if a shared location is

accessed and if the access happens within a critical section. Therefore, OSCS-HW

requires less entries in the AHB. We tested the AHB size up to 2048 entries, and

found no change in detection capability beyond an AHB size of 256 entries. We

have further reduced the AHB size to 128 and 64 entries to evaluated the impact

of AHB size on the detection coverage of our scheme. As shown in Table 3.6,

with 128 entries, the detection coverage is reduced to 78%, and with 64 entries,

the detection coverage is reduced to 72%, respectively. As expected, a smaller

AHB reduces the detection coverage as it would negatively affect the bookkeep-

ing duration of previous memory accesses, thus reducing the likelihood of a

detection in our scheme.
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Table 3.6: AHB Size Study. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2, (A) - Atomicity
violation, (O) - Order violation.

Injected Bugs

Total 256 Entries 128 Entries 64 Entries

Detected Detected Detected

Bodytrack (P) 3(A) 2(A) 2(A) 1 (A)

Fluidanimate (P) 5(A) 5(A) 5(A) 5(A)

LU (S) 8(A) 1(O) 6(A) 0(O) 5(A) 0(O) 5(A) 0(O)

Ocean (S) 14(A) 2(O) 11(A) 2(O) 11(A) 2(O) 11(A) 2(O)

Radix (S) 4(A) 4(A) 4(A) 4(A)

Water-nquare (S) 16(A) 1(O) 14(A) 1(O) 13(A) 1(O) 12(A) 0(O)

Water-spacial (S) 14(A) 12(A) 10(A) 9(A)

Total 68 57 53 49

Detection % — 84% 78% 72%

3.5.7 Comparison to Other Schemes

Table 2.5 compares the characteristics of the OSCS scheme with three state-of-

the-art non-race bug detection schemes. All four schemes are based on heuris-

tics and as a result have false positives and negatives.

SVD [75] and AVIO [43] both detect atomicity violations by approximating

intended atomic regions from common program behaviors. AVIO has a high

coverage in detecting atomicity violations, but requires training runs. On the

other hand, SVD has a lower coverage, only detecting 1 out of 6 bugs studied

in AVIO [43]. SVD and AVIO cannot detect ordering violations or bugs with

multiple variables. The OSCS scheme detects all 6 out of 6 bugs studied by

AVIO, without training, including a multi-variable bug that AVIO could not

detect.
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Table 3.7: Comparisons to other non-race bug detection schemes. (AV -
Atomicity Violation; OV - Ordering Violation; MV - Multivari-
able Violation)

SVD [75] AVIO [43] Bugaboo [44] OSCS

Training Runs No Yes Yes No

Required for low

false positives

Detect AV Yes Yes Yes Yes

Detect OV No No Yes Yes

Detect MV No No Yes Yes*

Detection coverage Low-Med High High 90% (SW) / 84% (HW)

False Negative Yes Yes Yes Yes

False Positive Yes Yes Yes Yes

SW Slowdowns 65X 25X 15X-5025X 300X

HW Slowdowns N/A Negligible Negligible Negligible

Bugaboo [44] provides a coverage for atomicity and ordering violations, and

can detect both single and multi-variable bugs. However, it requires multiple

training runs with explicit labeling of correct and incorrect runs to lower false

positives. Even than, Bugaboo reports higher false positives than OSCS (1 true

bug from 8 detections).

The software implementation slowdowns of the four schemes are compa-

rable, especially considering the slowdowns of Bugaboo and OSCS include the

overhead of the Pin framework. The hardware implementation slowdowns of

the schemes are also comparable (SVD does not have a HW implementation)

as there are negligible slowdowns in all schemes. However, the hardware slow-

downs of AVIO and Bugaboo do not include the time required for training runs,

which is not required in OSCS. Overall, compared to the state-of-the-art, the pro-
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posed OSCS scheme provides high detection coverage for both atomicity and

ordering violations with low false positives without requiring program-specific

training runs
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CHAPTER 4

EFFICIENT DETERMINISTIC REPLAY EXECUTION THROUGH

COMMUTATIVE CRITICAL SECTIONS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce an efficient deterministic replay scheme for multi-

threaded programs based on a concept of commutative critical sections. At a high

level, the commutative critical sections can be described as critical sections in

a multithreaded program that can be executed in any order while producing a

consistent program output. Here, we introduce a definition for commutative

critical sections and an approach to systematically identify such commutative

critical sections.

We further propose a deterministic replay scheme, named CommuteReplay,

which allows the commutative critical sections to execute without enforcing an

explicit deterministic order between the commutative critical sections on a re-

play. The proposed scheme maintains a deterministic replay property of al-

ways producing the same output from the same input on a replay (i.e. external

determinism), which has been shown to be valuable in debugging and testing

for multithreaded programs [2, 40]. In all three of the hardware configurations

tested, evaluation results suggested that the proposed scheme eliminates most,

if not all, of the replay overhead in stalling or logging for a deterministic order-

ing between critical sections. The proposed scheme reduced more than 20% of

the overall performance overhead on average. Overall, our proposed scheme

allows a more efficient deterministic replay execution.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a for-

mal definition and an approach to identify for the commutative critical sections.

Then, Section 4.3 describes how a deterministic replay scheme can be imple-

mented to allow an efficient replay execution by leveraging the concept of the

commutative critical sections. Section 4.4 evaluates the proposed deterministic

replay scheme in terms of the performance overheads.

4.2 Commutative Critical Section

In this section, we first present an overview of the commutative critical sections

followed by a formal definition and the terminologies that are used to describe

the commutative critical sections. We then discuss a methodical way to check

for such commutative critical sections. Finally, we demonstrate examples of

identifying both commutative and non-commutative critical sections.

4.2.1 Overview

At a high level, commutative critical sections can be viewed as critical sections in

a multithreaded program that can be executed in any order while still maintain-

ing a consistent and deterministic program output by the end of the program’s

execution. For example, as shown in Figure 4.1, a critical section is executed

in each thread to calculate a global max from multiple local max values. In this

example, the value of the global max variable is used as the program output by

the end of the execution. Here, there are two critical sections that are being exe-

cuted by Thread 1 and 2, namely CS 1 and CS 2. The value of global max remains
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1.1 Lock_CCS (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock_CCS (l); 

Example of CCS

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 a= 1;
1.3 UnLock (l); 
…

…
1.4 Lock(l);
1.5 a++;
1.6 Unlock(l);

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 a= 1;
2.3 UnLock (l);
…
2.4 Lock (l);
2.5 a++;
2.6 UnLock (l);
…

(1)

(3)

(4)

(2)

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
1.2 a= 1;
1.3 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=1); 
…

…
1.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
1.5 a++;
1.6 Unlock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);

…
2.1 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
2.2 a= 1;
2.3 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
…
2.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
2.5 a++;
2.6 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
…

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 ProcID = global_thread_index++;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: water.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

…
1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_max > global_max)
1.3     global_max =local_max;

1.4 UnLock (l); 
…

CS1

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_max > global_max)
2.3     global_max =local_max;

2.4 UnLock (l); 
…

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

CS2

Figure 4.1: An abstract example from the Ocean (Splash2) benchmark in
which a global max is computed from multiple local max val-
ues.

consistent regardless of the execution order between CS 1 and CS 2. Hence, CS 1

and CS 2 are conceptually “commutative” with respect to the output value of

global max. Therefore, it is possible to allow certain critical sections (such as the

ones in Figure 4.1), which are commutative with respect to the program output,

to run in any order while maintaining the same output from the same input on

a replay. Recall that the characteristic of always producing deterministic output

is called external determinism and it has been shown to be valuable in debugging

and testing multithreaded programs [2, 40]. In the rest of this chapter, unless

otherwise specified, we will use the term deterministic replay to refer to a replay

mechanism that guarantees external determinism.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the potential overhead that can be reduced by allowing

the commutative critical sections to execute in any order on a replay. In a tra-

ditional deterministic replay scheme, such as the one described in Respec [40],

the ordering between critical sections are strictly enforced based on a specific

recorded order. However, it is possible for Thread 1’s execution to be slower
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Example of CCS

Thread 1 Thread 2

…
1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_max > global_max)
1.3     global_max =local_max;

1.4 UnLock (l); 
…

CS1

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_max > global_max)
2.3     global_max =local_max;

2.4 UnLock (l); 
…

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

CS2

Thread 1 Thread 2

…
1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_max > global_max)
1.3     global_max =local_max;

1.4 UnLock (l); 
…

CS1

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_max > global_max)
2.3     global_max =local_max;

2.4 UnLock (l); 
…

CS2

Stalling

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_max > global_max)
2.3     global_max =local_max;

2.4 UnLock (l); 
…

CS2

Waiting for CS1

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Figure 4.2: The critical section in Thread 1 is recorded to execute before
the critical section in Thread 2. On a replay through a tradi-
tional deterministic replay scheme, the execution of the critical
section in Thread 1 is stalled due to a different execution envi-
ronment, which results in the overall execution stalling as the
execution of the critical section in Thread 2 needs to wait for
Thread 1’s critical section to finish its execution.

than Thread 2’s due to a changed computing environment on a replay and thus

causing unnecessary delays in the overall execution. For example, it is possible

that Thread 1 is executed on a slower core than Thread 2’s on a replay. In such

a case, Thread 2’s execution would need to stall upon reaching CS 2 until CS 1

finishes execution. On the other hand, if the critical sections are identified to be

commutative and thus are allowed to executed in any order, CS 2 can execute

before CS 1 to avoid the stalling shown in the diagram.

In the rest of this section, we discuss the definition and the identification of

commutative critical sections.
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4.2.2 Definition

Let <CS > denotes a static critical section which we define as a segment of code,

which starts with a lock acquire operation and ends with a lock release opera-

tion. The < CS > is a set of operations which maps a program state S to a new

program state S ′.

We further use CS i to denote a dynamic instance of a critical section which we

define as the set of operations executed by a specific instance i of <CS >.

With this notation, we hereby define a notion of commutativity for critical

sections:

Definition 1 A static critical section <CS > is defined as commutative if for any

number of dynamic instances of <CS > (CS 1, ..., CS n) and for all possible start-

ing system state S , the system state S ′ after applying these dynamic instances is

the same for all possible execution orders.

Definition 2 For dynamic critical section instances CS 1 and CS 2, if CS 1(CS 2(S ))=

CS 2(CS 1(S )) for all possible system state S , then CS 1 and CS 2 are commutative.

Note, in a multithreaded execution, the execution order within each thread

remains sequential while the inter-thread execution order is nondeterministic.

Therefore, only the dynamic instances of <CS > from different threads can have

a nondeterministic execution order.

Theorem 1 If any two dynamic instances CS i and CS j of < CS > are commuta-

tive where CS i and CS j are from two different threads, then < CS > is commu-

tative.
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Proof 1 Since any pair of dynamic instances CS i and CS j are commutative (∀ i, j ∈

{1, ..., m}, i , j), we can consider a subset of dynamic instances of <CS >, say the first

k dynamic instances CS 1, ..., CS k without loss of generality.

For any given system state S , CS 1(CS 2(...CS k(S ))) = S ′. Here, we can achieve

any other execution order permutation of (1, ..., k) by performing consecutive pairwise

swaps of CS i and CS j (as long as the pair is from different threads) until the desired

reordering is achieved without affecting the output system state S ′. This is true for any

number or choice of dynamic instances of <CS >.

Hence, <CS > is commutative by definition. �

We note that the above definition of commutative critical sections is conser-

vative and only covers a subset of all potential commutative critical sections.

Namely, we only focus on a single static critical section and determine whether

the dynamic instances of such critical section are commutative. However, our

evaluation results demonstrate that in practice this definition works well as it

identifies nearly all commutative critical sections that could cause unnecessary

execution delays in a traditional replay scheme.

4.2.3 Terminology

In order to discuss commutative critical sections and a method to identify them,

we first introduce the terminologies and notations used in the following discus-

sion.

We introduce the input set, X, as the set of state elements that can be read by

a < CS >, and the output set, Y , as the set of state elements that can be modified
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by a < CS >. We hereby consider the X and Y to be variables that can be read

and/or written during the execution of a < CS > in the rest of our discussion.

In particular, we have X as the set of input variables, and Y as the set of output

variables. For example, in Figure 4.1, both local max and global max are input

variables as they are read in the critical section, and global max is an output

variable as it can be written in the critical section. We note that we only consider

a variable to be in Y if the newly written value remains live after the execution of

< CS >. Here, we define a variable to be live if the modified value in a variable

is read before the variable is written again after the execution of <CS >.

With the input and output elements identified, we are able to describe a

<CS > as a function, named f (), which takes in the inputs from X and produces

outputs belonging to Y . Conceptually, the function f () can be described using a

data-flow diagram to represent the code segment <CS >, where input elements

flow into f () and output elements flow out of f (). To discuss the f () in the

most general sense, we say {x1, x2, ..., xp} ∈ X are the input variables to f (), and

{y1,y2, ...,yq} ∈ Y are the output variables from f(), as shown in Figure 4.3(a).

For each variable in X and Y , we can categorize them as either local or global

variables by determining whether they can be shared among instances of <CS >

between threads. Namely, XLI and YLO are used to denote local input and output

variables, and XGI and YGO are used to denote global input and output variables.

For example, in Figure 4.1, local max is a local variable and global max is a global

variable. Note that we have following:

X = XLI ∪XGI

Y = YLO∪YGO

(4.1)
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New Figure 4.4

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO

YLO1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI

XLI2

YLO2

GIO

F()

YGSO

LI GIOGSI

LI

GSI

GSO GIO

LO

LO

CS: f()

XLI XGSI XGIO

YLO YGSO YGIO

New Figure 4.3 (b)

CS: f()

x1 x2 xp-1 xp

y1 y2 yq-1 yq

…

…

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO

YLO1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI

XLI2

YLO2

YGIO, T1

F()

YGSO

(a) f () with inputs in set X and outputs in set Y

New Figure 4.4

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO

YLO1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI

XLI2

YLO2

GIO

F()

YGSO

LI GIOGSI

LI

GSI

GSO GIO

LO

LO

CS: f()

XLI XGSI XGIO

YLO YGSO YGIO

New Figure 4.3 (b)

CS: f()

i1 i2 ip-1 ip

o1 o2 oq-1 oq

…

…

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO

YLO1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI

XLI2

YLO2

YGIO, T1

F()

YGSO

(b) f () with input vectors of XLI/XGS I/XGIO and
output vectors YLI/YGS O/YGIO

Figure 4.3: The < CS > can be described as a function f (), which takes
input set X and produces output set Y . To simplify our dis-
cussion, we categorize inputs and outputs into three cate-
gories and use input vectors XLI/XGS I/XGIO and output vectors
YLI/YGS O/YGIO to represent the input elements.
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From sets XGI and YGO, we further define XGS I (Global Strict Input) to be the

set of global variables that are only read by a <CS >, YGS O (Global Strict Output)

to be the set of global variables that are only written by a < CS >, and XGIO and

YGIO (Global Input and Output) to be the set of global variables that are both

read and written by a < CS >. We note that XGIO and YGIO are equivalent sets,

and are both used for the purpose of simplifying the rest of the discussion here.

For example, in Figure 4.1, local max is in XLI and global max is in XGIO. Thus

we have:

XGS I = XGI \YGO and XGIO = YGIO = XGI ∩YGO

XGI = XGS I ∪XGIO and XGO = XGS O∪XGIO

(4.2)

Figure 4.3(b) shows that the input and output elements from X and Y can be

further categorized as the follows:

{x1, x2, ..., xk} ∈ XLI

{xk+1, xk+2, ..., xl} ∈ XGS I

{xl+1, xl+2, ..., xp} ∈ XGIO

{y1,y2, ...,ym} ∈ YLO

{ym+1,ym+2, ...,yn} ∈ YGS O

{yn+1,yn+2, ...,yq} ∈ YGIO

(4.3)

Hence, we can use XLI ,XGS I ,XGIO to represent the input variables, and

YLI ,YGS O,YGIO to represent output variables, respectively. The function f () can

be described as:

(YLO,YGS O,YGIO) = f (XLI ,XGS I ,XGIO) (4.4)
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New Figure 4.4

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO
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YLO2

GIO
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YGSO
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LI
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GSO GIO

LO

LO

CS: f()

XLI XGSI XGIO

YLO YGSO YGIO

New Figure 4.3 (b)

CS: f()

x1 x2 xp-1 xp

y1 y2 yq-1 yq

…

…

XLI1 XGIO

YGIO

YLO1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI

XLI2

YLO2

YGIO, CS1

F()

YGSO

Figure 4.4: Two instances of f () are concatenated together to form F().
Note that any intermediate output values of YGIO,CS 1 from CS 1
in Thread 1 are subsequently used by CS 2 in Thread 2 as input
values, and hence are not part of outputs from F(). Also note
that only one set of XGS I and one set of YGS O are shown for F()
since both CS 1 and CS 2 share the same set of XGS I and YGS O.

Recall that we have defined a commutative critical section using multiple

dynamic instances of < CS > previously. Figure 4.4 shows that it is possible to

concatenate two f () functions and represent two critical section instances, say

CS 1 and CS 2, that are executed in two different threads as a F() function.

Since CS 1 and CS 2 are dynamic instances of the same <CS > code segment,
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the two instances have the same f () functions as shown in Figure 4.3. It implies

that the sets of variables that are used in both CS 1 and CS 2 have the same num-

ber of elements, and the two critical section instances also share the memory lo-

cations for elements in their global variable sets. For example, for a global array

that is used in both CS 1 and CS 2, while it is possible that the two instances each

access a separate part of the array (i.e. CS 1 accesses all odd elements, and CS 2

accesses all even elements), all elements of the array are still considered to be in

the global variable set for both instances. Furthermore, we note that only one

set of XGS I and one set of YGS O are shown for F() since both CS 1 and CS 2 share

the same set of XGS I and YGS O. Moreover, we note that any intermediate output

values of YGIO from CS 1 (i.e. YGIO,CS 1 in Figure 4.4) are subsequently used by

CS 2 as input values, and hence are not a part of outputs from F(). Overall, the

F() shown here can be described as the following:

(YLO1,YLO2,YGS O,YGIO) =

F(XLI1,XGS I ,XGIO,XLI2)
(4.5)

In the rest of this section, we will use F() to describe the operations done by

two concatenated <CS > instances.

4.2.4 Commutative CS Checking Scheme

Here, we discuss the identification of a commutative critical section. We first

discuss our assumptions followed by the identification method in detail.

In order to identify a commutative critical section, we need to use Theorem 1
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which requires us to examine whether any two < CS > instances from two dif-

ferent threads are commutative. In the rest of the discussion, we use CS 1 and

CS 2 to describe our checking mechanism, where CS 1 and CS 2 are two arbitrary

dynamic instances of a critical section < CS > that are executed in two different

threads.

Assumptions

The following assumptions are required by our checking method to provide a

systematic way of identifying the commutative critical section. Under the as-

sumptions discussed here, we can limit our checking mechanism to only exam-

ining the code segment of a critical section < CS > to determine whether the

<CS > is commutative, without the need to consider other program operations

outside of the <CS >.

1. Other than CS 1 and CS 2, the rest of the program is executed in a determin-

istic fashion. In particular, all memory accesses (other than the accesses

within <CS >) are executed deterministically.

2. During the execution of CS 1 and CS 2, there is no conflicting access to

x,∀x ∈ X and y,∀y ∈ Y outside of CS 1 and CS 2. Recall we define conflicting

accesses as accesses from different threads to the same memory location,

which include at least one write.

3. There is no memory aliasing between variables used in <CS >.

4. There is no user visible output produced within <CS >.

Under Assumption 1, all memory accesses are executed deterministically

outside the execution of CS 1 and CS 2. We can thereby assume any input vari-
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able (in X) used by F() has a deterministic value regardless of the execution or-

der of CS 1 and CS 2 before the execution of F(). This also implies that if < CS >

is commutative, then the values of all output variables would remain determin-

istic after the execution of F() and the entire program execution would remain

deterministic.

However, the values of variables used by F() can still be accessed by other

parts of the program during the execution of CS 1 and CS 2. Hence, by only

examining CS 1 and CS 2 in a different execution order, we cannot provide any

guarantee of the determinism of the entire program execution unless we can

isolate the execution of CS 1 and CS 2 from the rest of the program’s execution.

Assumption 2 provides such an isolation guarantee since we assume there is

no other conflicting accesses from the rest of the program execution other than

those within CS 1 and CS 2. By combining Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, we

can deduce that the value of each input variable used by F(), unless changed

within CS 1 and CS 2, would remain the same both before and during the execu-

tion of F() regardless of the execution order of CS 1 and CS 2.

So far in our discussion, we implicitly assume that we can distinguish be-

tween different input and output variables in < CS >. However, in the case of

memory aliasing, it is possible to have multiple variables occupying the same

location, and such aliasing can only be identified by examining the overall pro-

gram’s memory mapping. Under Assumption 3, it is then possible to distinc-

tively identify input and output variables by only examining the < CS > code

region.

Finally, we assume that there is no user visible output (such as system out

calls) during the execution of the instances of < CS > in Assumption 4. If user
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visible outputs are being produced within the critical section, then the order of

the outputs, as well as the output values could become non-deterministic dur-

ing the execution of CS 1 and CS 2 as we allow multiple execution orders. Under

this assumption, we can only focus on the program state after the execution of

CS 1 and CS 2.

Algorithm

With the aforementioned assumptions in mind, a checking algorithm for iden-

tifying commutative critical sections is discussed here.

For any two arbitrary dynamic instances of < CS >, denoted as CS 1 and

CS 2, we consider two execution orders between them. Namely, let order 1 be

CS 1 → CS 2 and order 2 be CS 2 → CS 1 as shown in Figure 4.5. In particular,

Figure 4.5 shows that the difference between the two execution orders is the

order of variable values fed into F().

Recall that by combining Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, we can deduce

that the value of each input variable used by F(), unless changed within CS 1

and CS 2, would remain the same both before and during the execution of F()

regardless of the execution order of CS 1 and CS 2. More specifically, the value

of XGIO in order 1 is the same as the value of XGIO in order 2, and XLI and XGS I

to each < CS > instance has the same value between the two execution orders.

We also note that since variables in XGS I are only used as inputs and are shared

between CS 1 and CS 2, the same values of XGS I variables are used in both <CS >
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XLI1=ALI1, Order1 XGIO=AGIO, Order1

YGIO=BGIO, Order1

YLO1=BLO1, Order1

CS1: f()
Thread 1

CS2: f()
Thread 2

XGSI=AGSI, Order1

XLI2=ALI2, Order1

YLO2=BLO2, Order1

F()

YGSO=BGSO, Order1

Order 1: CS1->CS2

New Figure 4.5

XGSI=AGSI, Order1

XLI1=ALI1, Order2 XGIO=AGIO, Order2

YGIO=BGIO, Order2

YLO1=BLO1, Order2

CS2: f()
Thread 2

CS1: f()
Thread 1

XGSI=AGSI, Order2

XLI2=ALI2, Order2

YLO2=BLO2, Order 2

F()

YGSO=BGSO, Order2

Order 2: CS2->CS1

XGSI=AGSI, Order2

Figure 4.5: Two orders of execution between CS 1 and CS 2. The difference
here is the order of the variable values fed into F() in each ex-
ecution order. The output values can also be different between
the two orders.

instances. In Figure 4.5, we use A to denote input values, and thus we have:

ALI1,Order1 = ALI2,Order2 = ALI,T1

ALI2,Order1 = ALI1,Order2 = ALI,T2

AGS I,Order1 = AGS I,Order2 = AGS I

AGIO,Order1 = AGIO,Order2 = AGIO

(4.6)

As shown in Figure 4.5, the only difference between the two execution orders

is the order of the local input values used by the F() function. Here, we use A

to denote input values, and B to denote output values, and the F() functions for
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the two execution orders are as follows:

Order1 : (BLO1,Order1,BLO2,Order1,BGS O,Order1,BGIO,Order1) =

F(ALI,T1,AGS I ,AGIO,ALI,T2)

Order2 : (BLO1,Order2,BLO2,Order2,BGS O,Order2,BGIO,Order2) =

F(ALI,T2,AGS I ,AGIO,ALI,T1)

(4.7)

Using Equation 4.7, the < CS > is commutative when the outputs from both

execution orders are the same for any input values, namely:

BLO1,Order1 = BLO2,Order2

BLO2,Order1 = BLO1,Order2

BGS O,Order1 = BGS O,Order2

BGIO,Order1 = BGIO,Order2

(4.8)

In other words, the CS 1 and CS 2 are commutative if and only if the local

output values from each < CS > instance are the same and the global output

values at the end of the execution of the two critical section instances are the

same for any input values between the two execution orders.

The checking of commutative critical sections can be handled automatically

by using existing symbolic execution techniques. Symbolic execution is an anal-

ysis technique that evaluates a computer program through symbolic values (in-

stead of actual numeric values) used in the program [34]. For example, a re-

cently proposed symbolic execution technique, named KLEE [14], is able to

check the equivalence of two functions in a computer program by analyzing
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the execution paths and comparing the symbolic output values of the functions

given the symbolic input values to both functions. Essentially, given the differ-

ent symbolic input values to the two F() functions as shown in Equation 4.7, a

commutative critical section can be identified by checking the equivalence of the

symbolic output values between the two F() functions as shown in Equation 4.8.

Checking Examples

Here, we demonstrate the checking algorithm discussed earlier using critical

section code segments from real world programs.

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3 multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 
…
1.5 If (my_id == MASTER)
{
1.6 printf(“residual norm %12.8x\n”, multi->err_multi);
}

Most Frequent CS

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

1.1 lock(mol%MAX_MOL_NUM);
1.2 for ( dir = XDIR; dir <= ZDIR; dir++) {
1.3          temp_p = VAR[mol].F[DEST][dir];
1.4          temp_p[H1] += PFORCES[ProcID][mol][dir][H1];
1.5          temp_p[O]  += PFORCES[ProcID][mol][dir][O];
1.6          temp_p[H2] += PFORCES[ProcID][mol][dir][H2];

}
1.7 unlock(mol%MAX_MOL_NUM);

Splash2: water-nsquare: interf.c

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 Global_VIR = Global_VIR + Local_VIR/2.0;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: interf.c

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 Global_VIR = Global_VIR + Local_VIR;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: intraf.c

1.1 for ( dir = XDIR; dir <= ZDIR; dir++) {
/*Calculate a local S value

1.2          lock(l);
1.3          SUM[dir]+=S;
1.4          unlock(l); }

Splash2: water-spatial: kineti.c

1.1 for(int j = 0; j < num_particles; ++j){
…
1.2 lock(&mutex[index][j]);
1.3 global_cell.a[j] += acc; //acc is a local vector variable value
1.4 unlock(&mutex[index][j]);
…}

PARSEC: Fluidanimate: pthreads.cpp

1.1 for(int j = 0; j < num_particles; ++j){
…
1.2 lock(&mutex[index][j]);
1.3 global_cell.density[j] += tc; //tc is a local value
1.4 unlock(&mutex[index][j]);
…}

PARSEC: Fluidanimate: pthreads.cpp

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3 multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Figure 4.6: An example, <CS ocean >, from the Ocean (Splash2) benchmark.
< CS ocean > has a global max that is computed from multiple
local max values.

Figure 4.6 shows an example, < CS ocean >, from Ocean where a global max

value (i.e. multi− > err multi) is computed by comparing with multiple local

max values in each < CS ocean > instance. In this example, (local err,multi− >

err multi) ∈ X and (multi− > err multi) ∈ Y .

Let us consider CS ocean1 and CS ocean2, two arbitrary instances of the <

CS ocean > in Figure 4.6 that are executed in different threads. Figure 4.7 shows

CS ocean1 and CS ocean2 in two different execution orders. Recall that under our as-
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multi->err_multiin1,1

multi->err_multiout2,1

F()

Order 1 (CS1->CS2)

local_err1,1

local_err2,1

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3 multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

local_err = a multi->err_multi = b

multi->err_multi = y

CSocean1: f()

CSocean2: f()

F ()

Order 1: CSocean1->CSocean2

local_err = c

MAX

MAX

local_err = c multi->err_multi = b

multi->err_multi = y’

CSocean2: f()

CSocean1: f()

c b

a

Order 2: CSocean2->CSocean1

local_err = a

MAX

MAX

F ()

Figure 4.7: Two <CS ocean > instances from the Ocean benchmark, CS ocean1
and CS ocean2, are shown with different execution orders. In
each < CS ocean > instance, a MAX operation is performed with
the two inputs, and the output of the MAX operation is the
only output of the <CS ocean > instance.

sumptions, the value of local err to CS ocean1 and CS ocean2 are the same between

the two execution orders, and we use a and c to denote the value of local err to

CS ocean1 and CS ocean2. Also, the values of multi− > err multi before the execution

of F() functions are the same in both orders, and it is denoted as b in the figure.

The F() functions in both execution orders are as follows:

Order1 : (y) = F(a,b,c)

Order2 : (y′) = F(c,b,a)
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In this case, y = MAX(c,MAX(a,b)) and y′ = MAX(a,MAX(c,b)), where y = y′ =

MAX(a,b,c). Hence we can conclude that the < CS ocean > in Figure 4.6 is com-

mutative.

1.1 Lock_CCS (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock_CCS (l); 

Most Frequent CS

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 a= 1;
1.3 UnLock (l); 
…

…
1.4 Lock(l);
1.5 a++;
1.6 Unlock(l);

…
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 a= 1;
2.3 UnLock (l);
…
2.4 Lock (l);
2.5 a++;
2.6 UnLock (l);
…

(1)

(3)

(4)

(2)

Thread 1 Thread 2

1.1 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
1.2 a= 1;
1.3 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=1); 
…

…
1.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
1.5 a++;
1.6 Unlock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);

…
2.1 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
2.2 a= 1;
2.3 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
…
2.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
2.5 a++;
2.6 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
…

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 ProcID = global_thread_index++;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: water.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

…
1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_max > global_max)
1.3     global_max =local_max;

1.4 UnLock (l); 
…

(1)

(2) …
2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_max > global_max)
2.3     global_max =local_max;

2.4 UnLock (l); 
…

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Figure 4.8: An example, <CS ws >, from the Water-Spatial (Splash2) bench-
mark. < CS ws > has a local thread ID that is assigned from a
rolling global thread counter.

Figure 4.8 shows another example, < CS ws >, from Water-Spatial where a

local thread ID variable (i.e. ProcID) is assigned by a rolling global thread

counter (i.e. global thread index). In this example, (global thread index) ∈ X and

(ProcID,global thread index) ∈ Y .

Again, let us consider CS ws1 and CS ws2, two arbitrary instances of the

< CS ws > in Figure 4.8 that are executed in different threads. Figure 4.9 shows

CS ws1 and CS ws2 in two different execution orders. Recall that under our as-

sumptions, the value of global thread index before the execution of F() functions

is the same between the two execution orders, and we use a to denote the value

of global thread index. The outputs of the F() function in both execution orders

are as follows:

Order1 : (b,c,y) = F(a)

Order2 : (c′,b′,y′) = F(a)

In this case, however, b, b′ and c, c′ as b= a; c= a+1; b′ = a+1; c′ = a. Hence,

the < CS ws > in Figure 4.8 is not commutative. We note that although the input
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ProcID = b

global_thread_index = a

global_thread_index = y

CSws1: f()

CSws2: f()

Order 1: CSws1->CSws2

+1

+1

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 ProcID = global_thread_index++;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: water.c

ProcID = c

=

=

ProcID = c’

global_thread_index = a

global_thread_index = y’

CSws2: f()

CSws1: f()

Order 2: CSws2->CSws1

+1

+1

ProcID = b’

=

=

F () F ()

Figure 4.9: Two < CS ws > instances from the Water-Spatial benchmark,
CS ws1 and CS ws2, are shown with different execution orders.
In each < CS ws > instance, the value of global thread index is
first assigned to ProcID, and global thread index is then incre-
mented by 1. Both ProcID and global thread index are outputs
of a <CS ws > instance.

value to F() is exactly the same in both orders, the local output variable ProcID

from each < CS ws > instance has different values in different execution orders

and thus the <CS ws > is not commutative.
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4.3 Deterministic Replay Scheme with Commutative CS

In this section, we discuss an offline deterministic replay scheme that leverages

the concept of the commutative critical sections by allowing commutative crit-

ical sections to flexibly execute without enforcing a deterministic order on a

replay.

Here, an offline replay refers to a replay execution that is performed after

the original execution of a program. Moreover, an offline replay scheme allows

more than one replay execution based on the same recorded execution. An of-

fline replay scheme is often used for testing and debugging [25, 65]. On the other

hand, an online replay refers to a replay execution that is performed in parallel

with the original execution of a program. An online replay scheme is often used

for fault toleration and bug avoidance [40, 63]. While we focus our discussion

on an offline deterministic replay scheme in this chapter, we believe the princi-

ple of allowing commutative critical sections to execute with more flexibility on

a replay can be extended and adapted to an online deterministic replay scheme

as well.

4.3.1 Overview

In the rest of this section, we discuss a deterministic replay scheme that aims

to achieve external determinism. A program’s execution is externally determinis-

tic if the program always produces the same user visible output and final pro-

gram state (i.e. memory and register contents) for a given input from run to

run. Here, we define visible output as program values sent to devices such as a
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screen, network, or disk, etc. In other words, external determinism guarantees

that anything that is user observable (e.g. from an outside user’s point of view)

is deterministic. There are several proposals for deterministic replay that use

the external determinism approach [2, 40], as it allows more efficient implemen-

tations and it is often sufficient for testing/debugging purposes as most bugs

are externally visible. For example, vast majority of software errors, including

assertion violations, crashes, core dumps, and corrupted output data, generally

result in externally visible failures.

The main goal of our replay scheme is to demonstrate how the commutative

critical sections can be treated with more flexibility during a replay execution to

allow better performance. Here, our discussion focuses on how a deterministic

replay execution can be achieved for a data race free program. Essentially, our

replay scheme offers the same deterministic guarantee as Respec [40] where the

program’s replay execution is externally deterministic up to the first data race

occurrence.

We note that there are a number of data race detection schemes [18, 27] that

offer a complete data race detection coverage. Our RaceSMM data race detection

scheme also offers high coverage and efficiency as well. Hence, a reasonably

tested program can be assumed to be either completely or almost data race free

in practice. Moreover, handling occasional data races can be achieved by either

recording and enforcing a certain memory access order of the “racy” accesses

[33], or having a fall-back mechanism that rollbacks and retries if a data race

happened on a replay [2, 40]. Overall, we consider handling data races during a

deterministic replay to be orthogonal to the main goal of our research, which is

to demonstrate how the commutative critical sections can be treated with more
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flexibility during a replay execution to allow a better overall performance.

Furthermore, existing techniques that handle data races during a replay can

be added to our replay scheme as an extension. Since data races only happen oc-

casionally in well tested programs, we believe our findings in the deterministic

replay of data race free programs would still be indicative in general.

4.3.2 Identifying Commutative CS

Recall that the checking of commutative critical sections can be handled auto-

matically by extending existing symbolic execution techniques, such as KLEE

[14]. In the previous section, it is shown that for any two arbitrary instances of a

critical section, two functions (one for each execution order) can be formed with

different symbolic input values and the critical section is commutative if both

functions produce equivalent symbolic output values. A symbolic execution

technique can be used to automatically check the equivalence of the two func-

tions by analyzing their execution paths and comparing their symbolic output

values.

Additionally, recall that under Assumption 3 and Assumption 4 from Sec-

tion 4.2.4, a commutative critical section cannot produce any user visible output

or have any variable with memory aliasing. In a program, both memory aliasing

and system calls that would produce user visible output can be automatically

identified through a static analysis at the compilation time. For example, the

LLVM compiler framework [37] provides alias analysis and can also identify

any system output calls.
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1.1 Lock_CCS (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
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1.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
1.5 a++;
1.6 Unlock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);

…
2.1 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
2.2 a= 1;
2.3 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=1);
…
2.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
2.5 a++;
2.6 UnLock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
…

(1)

(3)

(4)

(2)

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 ProcID = global_thread_index++;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: water.c

Figure 4.10: Once a critical section is identified as commutative, wrapper
functions of lock CCS () and unlock CCS () are used instead of
the regular lock() and unlock() functions to indicate commuta-
tivity.

Since the focus of our work is to demonstrate the effectiveness of using com-

mutative critical sections to reduce the performance overhead on a deterministic

replay, we did not implement an automatic scheme for identifying commutative

critical sections. However, as a part of our future work, we believe an auto-

mated identification scheme can be developed by extending previous symbolic

execution techniques with program static analysis.

Currently, the identification of commutative critical sections is handled

through human inspection (i.e. by programmer or tester, etc.) following the

checking algorithm discussed in the previous section. For each tested program,

we identified commutative critical sections in a similar fashion as the Ocean and

Water-Spatial examples illustrated earlier.

In our current implementation, we use wrapper functions to replace the lock

and unlock function calls to indicate that a critical section is commutative, as

shown in Figure 4.10.
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1.1 Lock_CCS (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;
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…
2.4 Lock_OICS (l, Cnum=2);
2.5 a++;
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…

1.1 lock(l);
1.2 ProcID = global_thread_index++;
1.3 unlock(l);

Splash2: water-spatial: water.c

Figure 4.11: In cases where multiple commutative critical sections share a
mutex object, a Cnum is also used as an identifier parameter
to wrapper functions of lock CCS () and unlock CCS ().

It is also possible to have multiple commutative critical sections that share

a mutex object (i.e. using a same lock variable). Therefore, we further extend

the wrapper functions to include a Cnum as an identifier to each commutative

critical section. Figure 4.11 shows two commutative critical sections in each

thread, and they are distinguished by a different Cnum value.

4.3.3 Baseline Record and Replay Scheme

Here, we describe a baseline deterministic replay scheme, named BaseReplay,

that provides an offline deterministic replay execution. We note that

BaseReplay is implemented largely based on Respec [40], and provides the

same external determinism for data race free programs. In particular, our
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BaseReplay scheme records the execution order of synchronization operations

that use the same synchronization object, and enforces the recorded execution

order of all synchronization operations for each synchronization object on a re-

play.

1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 

Most Frequent CS

Splash2: ocean: multi.c

Thread 1 Thread 2

2.1 Lock (l);
2.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
2.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
2.4 UnLock (l); 
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Log File
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of Log to Next Entry, 
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of Log to Next Entry, 

Replay the Sync. 

Operation

Load the Head Entry of the 

Log of Sync. Object

BaseReplay Operations on a Replay

Clock(SyncObj) 

and TID matches?

No

Head Entry 

Changed?

Yes

Figure 4.12: An example from Ocean, where there are two instances of a
critical section, one in each thread. The clock of the mutex ob-
ject is incremented on lock/unlock operations, and the clock
value is recorded in a log file along with the thread ID (TID)
of each mutex operation. The log file is read on a replay to
enforce the recorded execution order.

In BaseReplay, conceptually, we maintain a log file and a clock for each

synchronization object (i.e. Clock[SyncObj]). The clock and log file are used

to record the execution order between synchronization operations that use the

same synchronization object. To record an execution, on each synchronization

operation, the clock value of the synchronization object used is atomically in-

cremented and stored along with the operation’s thread ID (TID) to a log file.

Figure 4.12 shows an example of how the clock values and the TIDs are stored to

a log file for two critical sections in Ocean. The log file is later used to achieve a

deterministic replay based on the recorded execution order of the synchroniza-

tion operations.
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1.1 Lock (l);
1.2 if (local_err > multi->err_multi)

{
1.3     multi->err_multi=local_err;

}
1.4 UnLock (l); 
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Figure 4.13: The BaseReplay operations on a replay for each synchroniza-
tion operation.

Figure 4.13 shows a flowchart of operations done in BaseReplay on a re-

play. Here, a clock for each synchronization object (i.e. Clock[SyncObj]) is also

maintained on a replay execution, and the clock values from the replay execu-

tion is compared with the recorded clock values from the log file to ensure a

deterministic replay. In particular, when a replayed thread reaches a synchro-

nization operation, it reads the head entry of the used synchronization object’s

log file, and stalls until the contents of the head entry of the log file match the

TID of the replayed thread and the clock value of the used synchronization ob-

ject. It then increments the clock value by 1, advances the head of the recorded

log to the next entry, and replays the synchronization operation. In other words,

a synchronization operation is stalled until all other operations that use the same

synchronization object and with smaller recorded clock values are executed.

Moreover, similar to previous deterministic replay schemes [40, 65], we

record the input and output of each system call, and emulate the same sys-

tem calls by using the recorded values so that each system call on a replay has

identical effects as those from recorded execution. We also record the execution
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order of system call executions and force the replayed program to execute the

calls in the same order.

Overall, assuming all synchronization operations are identified and the pro-

gram is data race free, the BaseReplay scheme would provide external deter-

minism between the recorded and replayed program executions.

4.3.4 Record and Replay Using Commutative CS

In order to show how to leverage the concept of commutative critical sections

to reduce overheads on a replay, we propose the following record and replay

scheme, named CommuteReplay.

We note that the only difference between CommuteReplay and BaseReplay

is that we now need to handle the critical sections differently in order to allow

the commutative critical sections to be executed with more flexibility on a re-

play. Therefore, CommuteReplay only changes the operations on recording

and replaying of the mutex synchronization operations while leaving the rest of

the scheme same as BaseReplay. In the rest of this subsection, we focus our

discussion on the changes in the recording and replaying operations of mutex

synchronization operations in CommuteReplay.

In CommuteReplay, to record an execution, we only increment the clock

value of a mutex object on an acquire (i.e. lock()) operation if the previous re-

lease (i.e. unlock()) operation does not belong to the same commutative critical

section. This allows consecutive instances of a commutative critical section to be

reordered with the same clock value during a replay execution. Furthermore,
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Figure 4.14: An example from Ocean, where there are two instances of
a commutative critical section, one in each thread. In Com-
muteReplay, the clock value remains the same for the mu-
tex operations in both threads since the mutex operations be-
long to the same commutative critical section. To record, a
CommuteRecord entry is stored in the log file, which contains
the clock value, and the number of mutex operations in each
thread that share the same clock value (i.e. consecutive mu-
tex operations that belong to the same commutative critical
section).

we do not increment the clock of a mutex object on a release operation for a

commutative critical section. For those mutex synchronization operations from

non-commutative critical sections, their clock values are incremented on each

mutex operation, as in BaseReplay.

Figure 4.14 shows how we record mutex operations that belong to a commu-

tative critical section. In this example, the clock value remains at 1 as all mutex

operations belong to the same commutative critical section, and there are 4 op-

erations recorded. In CommuteReplay, instead of recording consecutive mutex

operations from the same commutative critical section in separate log entries,

we store a compressed CommuteRecord entry for all consecutive operations. The
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clock value, and the number of mutex operations (i.e. OpNum) sharing the clock

value in each thread is stored in a CommuteRecord entry.

There are two main advantages of storing a compressed CommuteRecord

entry for consecutive mutex operations from the same commutative critical sec-

tion. First, a compressed record entry allows CommuteReplay to easily fetch

the total number of consecutive mutex operations that need to be executed in

each thread before the clock value of the mutex object can be incremented on a

replay. Second, the log file in CommuteReplay is highly compressed in many

cases, which leads to a much lower logging overhead than BaseReplay, as we

will demonstrate in our evaluation section.

To generate a CommuteRecord entry, CommuteReplay maintains a counter

per mutex object per thread (i.e. Counter[MutexObj][TID]). On a mutex opera-

tion that is a part of a commutative critical section, the counter is incremented

instead of recording the mutex operation in a log file right away. When the clock

value of the mutex object is incremented (i.e. no more consecutive instances of

a commutative critical section exist to be reordered), the value in the counter is

then stored to a CommuteRecord entry in the log file of the mutex object used.

To record a mutex operation that is not a part of a commutative critical sec-

tion, we record the clock value and the TID of the executed thread in the log file

of the mutex object used, as in BaseReplay.

In CommuteReplay, the replay logic remains largely the same as

BaseReplay, with the exception of the replay mechanism for the mutex syn-

chronization operations. Figure 4.15 shows the operations in CommuteReplay

on a mutex operation.
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Figure 4.15: The CommuteReplay operations on a replay for each mutex
synchronization operation.

For a mutex operation that does not belong to a commutative critical section,

we check if the mutex object’s clock value and the TID match the head entry of

the recorded log of the mutex object used, as in BaseReplay. If so, we replay

the mutex operation, increment the mutex object’s clock value by 1, and advance

the head of the log file to its next entry. Otherwise, the mutex operation is stalled

until both the clock value and the TID match the head entry of the recorded log

of the mutex object used. We note that if the head entry of the recorded log is a

CommuteRecord entry, then the non-commutative mutex operation should also
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be stalled.

On the other hand, to replay a mutex operation that belongs to a commu-

tative critical section, we first check if the head entry of the recorded log is a

CommuteRecord entry. If not, we stall until the head entry becomes a Com-

muteRecord entry. If so, we load each OpNum value from the CommuteRe-

cord entry to a counter that is maintained per mutex object per thread (i.e.

Counter[MutexObj][TID]). If the clock value matches the recorded value and

Counter[MutexObj][TID] is greater than zero for the local thread, we replay the

mutex operation and reduce the counter by 1. Once a CommuteRecord entry is

loaded, we will only increment the clock value and advance to the next entry in

the recorded log when all the recorded consecutive instances of a commutative

critical section are executed on a replay (i.e. Counter[MutexObj][TID] = 0 for all

TIDs)

Overall, as CommuteReplay allows more than one mutex operation to have

the same clock value, the consecutive instances of a commutative critical section

can be replayed in different orders to allow better flexibility and lower perfor-

mance overheads.

Recall that the clock value of a mutex object is incremented only on an ac-

quire (i.e. lock()) operation if the previous release (i.e. unlock()) operation does

not belong to the same commutative critical section. Figure 4.16 shows how the

clock value is updated in both BaseReplay and CommuteReplay when there

are more than one critical section in a program’s execution. In this example,

there are two commutative critical sections that use the same mutex object. In

CommuteReplay, the clock value is only updated at 2.4 when the lock opera-

tion and the previous unlock operation do not belong to the same commutative
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(b) Clock updates in CommuteReplay Scheme

Figure 4.16: There are two commutative critical sections that use the same
mutex object. Two instances of each commutative critical sec-
tion are shown. In the BaseReplay scheme, the clock of mu-
tex object l is updated on each mutex operation. In the Com-
muteReplay scheme, the clock value is only updated when the
previous operation is from another critical section.

critical section. Therefore, on replay we would allow 2.1-2.3 to execute before

1.1-1.3, though 1.4-1.6 and 2.4-2.6 cannot be executed before 2.1-2.3 and 1.1-1.3.

The clock value would also increment if the mutex synchronization operations

are not from a commutative critical section, and only reordering between con-

secutive instances of a commutative critical section is allowed on a replay in

CommuteReplay.
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4.3.5 Logging Optimization

In CommuteReplay, we record consecutive instances of a commutative critical

section in a compressed CommuteRecord log entry. Specifically, the number of

mutex operations (i.e. OpNum) sharing a clock value in each thread is stored

in a CommuteRecord entry. To further reduce the logging overhead, a simple

optimization can be done to not store the OpNum for a thread if the number is

zero. On a replay, if there is no information recorded for a particular thread in

the CommuteRecord entry, the associated counter value would be initialized as

zero by default.

Furthermore, in the case when a clock value of a mutex object is never in-

cremented, we can simply indicate that no ordering is needed on replay for that

mutex object. Such a scenario would occur if a mutex object is only used for one

critical section, and the critical section is commutative.

It is also possible to further compress the logging overhead by not storing

the clock values in both BaseReplay and CommuteReplay. As we maintain a

separate log file for each synchronization object, the recorded clock value for an

entry is always one more than the previous entry’s clock value. Therefore, the

clock value of any entry in a recorded log can be easily computed on a replay.

4.3.6 External Determinism Guarantee

Here, we show that CommuteReplay provides the same external determinism

guarantee as the BaseReplay scheme.

First, we discuss whether all assumptions from Section 4.2.4 are met in
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CommuteReplay. Otherwise, the identified commutative critical sections may

not have all of the commutative properties that we have discussed earlier, and

we cannot deduce the external determinism in CommuteReplay by using the

commutative properties of a commutative critical section.

Recall that the following assumptions are required for the identification of

commutative critical sections.

1. Other than CS 1 and CS 2, the rest of the program is executed in a determin-

istic fashion. In particular, all memory accesses (other than the accesses

within <CS >) are executed deterministically.

2. During the execution of CS 1 and CS 2, there is no conflicting access to

x,∀x ∈ X and y,∀y ∈ Y outside of CS 1 and CS 2. Recall we define conflicting

accesses as accesses from different threads to the same memory location,

which include at least one write.

3. There is no memory aliasing between variables used in <CS >.

4. There is no user visible output produced within <CS >.

CommuteReplay uses the same record and replay mechanism as the

BaseReplay scheme for the rest of the program executions other than those

within commutative critical sections and therefore satisfies Assumption 1.

In a data race free program, conflicting accesses to a variable used in a com-

mutative critical section must either be from another critical section that uses

the same mutex object, or the conflicting accesses are explicitly ordered by or-

dering synchronization operations. In the latter case, CommuteReplay han-

dles the replay of the ordering synchronization operations in the same way as
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BaseReplay, and guarantees that the replay of the ordering synchronizations

is deterministic. In the former case, such as the example shown in Figure 4.16(b),

CommuteReplay increments the clock value if two consecutive mutex opera-

tions are from different critical section code regions. In other words, only con-

secutive instances of a commutative critical section can share a clock value and

be reordered during a replay.

Essentially, we only need to ensure the commutative properties between

consecutive instances of a commutative critical section that are not interleaved

by any other critical section that uses the same mutex object or any order-

ing synchronization operation. Hence, Assumption 2 is satisfied because

CommuteReplay only allows reordering of consecutive instances of a commu-

tative critical section when there is no conflicting access from outside of the com-

mutative critical section. Additionally, Assumptions 3 and 4 are also checked

as the necessary conditions when identifying commutative critical sections.

Second, we reason how CommuteReplay provides the external determin-

ism, which requires both the final program state and the user visible output to

be deterministic on a replay. In CommuteReplay, a replay execution of a pro-

gram may consist of multiple code regions of consecutive instances of a com-

mutative critical section. In the rest of the discussion here, we refer to such code

region as a commute code region.

As CommuteReplay handles the replay for the rest of the program execu-

tion deterministically in the same way as BaseReplay, the program state be-

fore the first commute code region is deterministic on a replay. By definition,

for any given input program state, any number of consecutive instances of a

commutative critical section can be reordered and the program state would re-
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main deterministic after all instances are executed. Hence, given the input to

the first commute code region remains deterministic, the program state after

the commute code region is also deterministic in CommuteReplay.

We can extend the analysis for the first commute code region to the rest of

the program on a replay, and deduce that the program state before and after

each commute code region remains deterministic. Therefore, the final state of

the program would remain deterministic since all code regions would always

receive a deterministic input program state and produce a deterministic output

program state.

Additionally, we recall that no user visible output produced is a necessary

condition for a commutative critical section. Hence, any user visible output

would be produced deterministically outside of the commute code regions on a

replay, as in BaseReplay.

Overall, CommuteReplay allows consecutive instances of a same commuta-

tive critical section to be reordered on a replay while still providing the external

determinism guarantee.

4.4 Evaluation

This section presents evaluation results for the CommuteReplay scheme. We

first study the sources of overheads from the BaseReplay scheme, and further

evaluate the speed up that CommuteReplay can provide during a replay. We

provide evaluation results for several execution environments.

We note that CommuteReplay records essentially the same amount of in-
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formation as BaseReplay, with an optimization to compress records for con-

secutive mutex synchronization operations of a commutative critical section.

Overall, the recording overheads in both BaseReplay and CommuteReplay

can be best compared to an offline scheme such as RecPlay [65] as we record

roughly the same amount of data in this case. Particularly, if the recording op-

erations are implemented by modifying the Linux kernel and the GNU glibc

library as shown in previous approaches [40, 65], the average overhead for the

recording operations has been shown to be small enough (2.1% for RecPlay) to

keep recording switched on all the time, even in deployed systems.

CommuteReplay only differs from BaseReplay during a replay execution

when there is at least one commutative critical section in a program. The focus

of our evaluation is whether CommuteReplay can treat the commutative criti-

cal sections within the program with more flexibility during a replay execution

to allow a better replay performance.

4.4.1 Evaluation Setup

We have implemented a software based offline record and replay infrastructure

using the Pin binary instrumentation framework [47]. Our Pin tool implements

both the BaseReplay and CommuteReplay schemes by intercepting Pthread

and system calls.

As our schemes are designed to be used for offline replays, we also need

to consider different execution environments for a replay system in our evalu-

ation. This is because an offline replay scheme allows the recorded execution

of a program to be replayed after the original execution of a program has com-
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pleted. For an offline replay, there is no guarantee that the replay system would

have the same hardware as the system used for the recorded execution. Indeed,

for software debugging and verification purposes, it is likely that the develop-

ment systems are not as powerful as the real world deployed systems where the

execution logs are recorded. For example, consider a web server program that

records logs during an execution when a bug is observed. The logs are then sent

to the program developer for further analysis. In this case, it is likely that the

developer’s system does not have as many processors as a deployed web server

cluster. Moreover, it is possible that several systems, each with different con-

figurations, are used to replay the same recorded execution for debugging and

testing purposes. Finally, it is also possible that the record and/or replay execu-

tions are done on heterogeneous systems. The heterogeneity of a system can be

from its architectural design due to resource sharing with other unrelated pro-

cesses (i.e. on a time shared system), or due to distributed systems where each

node could have different computing resources.

We have evaluated our proposed schemes with three different configura-

tions, namely 2core 4thread, 4core 4thread and 4heterocore 4thread as shown in Ta-

ble 4.1. As there are many possible configurations in practice, we evaluated the

three configurations to show that CommuteReplay can achieve better replay

performance in general. In our evaluation, all three configurations above used

the same set of recorded logs that was generated under the 4core 4thread con-

figuration. The recorded logs are saved in text format on the hard drive of the

4core 4thread system, and later copied to the other two systems. We note that

while the system used for 2core 4thread setup has less memory than the rest, it is

not an issue as none of the benchmarks used in our evaluations requires more

than 2GB of system memory.
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Table 4.1: The execution environments used in our evaluation.

Replay Configuration Description

1) 2core 4thread 2.13GHz Dual Core (Core 2 Duo) with HT off

4GB Memory, Ubuntu 11.10

2 cores for 4 threaded execution

2) 4core 4thread 1.86GHz 8 Core (Xeon), 8GB Memory

Red Hat Enterprise 5.9

Only 4 cores are used for 4 threaded execution

3) 4heterocore 4thread 1.86GHz 8 Core (Xeon), 8GB Memory

Red Hat Enterprise 5.9

Only 4 cores are used for 4 threaded execution,

and 2 cores are slowed to about 1/4

of its original speed by instrumentation.

In order to evaluate the performance impact of CommuteReplay, We use

benchmarks that have at least one commutative critical section, as the replay

performance of CommuteReplay would be exactly the same as BaseReplay

otherwise. Out of 9 benchmarks from SPLASH2 (4 threads, default input size)

and PARSEC (4 threads, simmedium input size) benchmark suites, we find 7

benchmarks to have at least one critical section, and 5 benchmarks to have at

least one commutative critical section. The 5 benchmarks with commutative

critical sections are evaluated here.

4.4.2 Commutative CS Count

Table 4.2 shows the static number of the total and commutative critical sections,

and the number of the total and commutative critical section instances that are

dynamically executed in the benchmarks used in our evaluation. Here, a dy-
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Table 4.2: Counts of the total and commutative critical sections. (P) - PAR-
SEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

Static CS in Source Code Dynamic CS Executed

Total Commutative Total Commutative

Fluidanimate (P) 5 4 182091 177720

Ocean (S) 4 3 834 828

Radix (S) 6 5 32 26

Water-Spacial (S) 8 4 79 68

Water-Nsquare (S) 8 7 6229 6136

Geomean: – 73.8% of total CS – 92.2% of total CS

namic instance of a critical section is counted as commutative when it shares a

clock value with at least one more dynamic instance of the same critical section.

In other words, a dynamic instance of a critical section is counted as commuta-

tive if it belongs to a code region where consecutive instances of a commutative

critical section are executed. Overall, we found that the vast majority (92.2%) of

executed critical section instances are commutative and can be executed more

flexibly on a replay in CommuteReplay. We note that the static commutative

critical sections are executed much more often than non-commutative ones in

all of the benchmarks tested. Our evaluation results concur with this finding

and show that most of the stalling on a replay are indeed caused by stalling on

mutex synchronization operations, and such stalling can be largely eliminated

by allowing commutative critical sections to reorder during a replay execution.
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Table 4.3: Log sizes and compression ratio in CommuteReplay. (P) - PAR-
SEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

Log Size Log Size Log Size Comparison

(BaseReplay) (CommuteReplay) (% to BaseReplay)

Fluidanimate (P) 2.9MB 79KB 2.7%

Ocean (S) 11.5KB 0.6KB 5.2%

Radix (S) 420B 56B 13.3%

Water-Spacial (S) 854B 126B 14.7%

Water-Nsquared (S) 84KB 8KB 9.5%

Geomean: – – 7.7%

4.4.3 Log Size Study

Table 4.3 shows the recorded log size for each benchmark used in our evalua-

tion under both BaseReplay and CommuteReplay. We note that in all of the

benchmarks tested, the number of ordering synchronization operations (if there

is any) is always much smaller than the number of mutex synchronization oper-

ations. Hence, the overall log size can be reduced significantly if we can reduce

the logging overhead for the mutex operations. Recall that in CommuteReplay,

the records of consecutive mutex operations from a commutative critical sec-

tions are compressed to a CommuteRecord log entry. Since most of the mutex

operations belong to consecutive commutative critical section instances (see Ta-

ble 4.2), their log records can therefore be compressed to reduce the overall log

size. Overall, in CommuteReplay, the log size is reduced to 7.7% of its origi-

nal size on average. Our evaluation results also concur that CommuteReplay

is able to eliminate most of the performance overhead caused by loading and

comparing the logged records on a replay.
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4.4.4 Performance Impact

We now discuss the performance impact of the CommuteReplay scheme in

each configuration separately. In each case, we first discuss the performance

overheads introduced by the Pin framework, and then discuss the actual per-

formance overheads introduced by the replay scheme.

Configuration 1: 2core 4thread

In this configuration, we map a 4 threaded application to a 2 core machine on

a replay. There are several sources of performance overheads for our replay

schemes. As we implement the proposed scheme using the Pin binary instru-

mentation framework, there is a performance overhead due to running native

Pin on top of a program even without any Pintool. Additionally, our replay

schemes are implemented as a Pintool, which instrument an application and

further perform the necessary operations within the instrumentation calls to re-

play the program. In order to distinguish the overheads based on their underly-

ing causes, we measured the Pin slowdown, the slowdown due to instrumenta-

tion calls within a Pintool only (i.e. no replay operations are performed), and the

slowdown caused by the replay operations. The first two types of slowdowns

are shown in Table 4.4. Overall, the average slowdown due to Pin is 12.03x,

where the instrumentation calls of our Pintool add another 3.14x slowdown on

average.

We note that the slowdowns shown in Table 4.4 can be mostly alleviated

if we implement the replay scheme by modifying the Linux kernel and the

GNU glibc library in a similar fashion as several previous approaches have done
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Table 4.4: Pin and instrumentation-only slowdowns for 2core 4thread
configuration. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

Pin Instrumentation-Only

Slowdowns Slowdowns

Compare to Pin

Fluidanimate (P) 10.54x 5.31x

Ocean (S) 6.71x 1.50x

Radix (S) 23.63x 1.39x

Water-Spacial (S) 10.46x 4.76x

Water-Nsquared(S) 8.84x 2.72x

Average 12.03x 3.14x

[40, 65]. Hence, the performance overhead due to the actual replay operations

within instrumentation calls is a better indication of how our replay schemes

would fair in a real world situation. In the rest of this section, we refer to such

overhead as replay-only overhead.

As shown in Figure 4.17(a), CommuteReplay can reduce the replay-only

overhead to a minimum when compared with the BaseReplay scheme. In gen-

eral, we can identify the replay-only overhead into two subcategories, namely

waiting overhead and logging overhead, as shown in Figure 4.17(b). The replay

schemes would incur waiting overhead when one or more threads stall on

synchronization operations while waiting for other synchronization operations

with a smaller clock value to finish first. The logging overhead is incurred due to

the loading and checking of the recorded log entries during a replay execution.

Overall, CommuteReplay eliminates all visible replay-only overhead. In all ap-

plications tested, most, if not all, of the waiting overheads are caused by stalling

on commutative critical sections in BaseReplay. Hence, our CommuteReplay

scheme is able to eliminate virtually all waiting overheads by allowing different
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Figure 4.17: The execution time of BaseReplay and CommuteReplay in
Configuration 1. The execution time is normalized to the
instrumentation-only execution time. The BaseReplay’s over-
head is broken down to two main categories.

instances of a commutative critical section to execute in different orders than

the recorded one. Recall Table 4.3 shows that the log size in CommuteReplay

is an order of magnitude smaller than in BaseReplay. Hence, we are able to

eliminate most of the logging overheads by leveraging the logging optimization

and compression techniques in CommuteReplay.
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Table 4.5: Pin and instrumentation-only slowdowns for 4core 4thread
configuration. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

Pin Instrumentation-Only

Slowdowns Slowdowns

Compare to Pin

Fluidanimate (P) 13.89x 8.58x

Ocean (S) 12.54x 1.69x

Radix (S) 27.33x 1.41x

Water-Spacial (S) 12.9x 8.45x

Water-Nsquared (S) 10.17x 4.40x

Average 15.37x 4.91x

Configuration 2: 4core 4thread

In this configuration, we map a 4 threaded application to a 4 core machine on

a replay. Similar to our previous discussion, we first study the Pin slowdowns

and the instrumentation-only slowdowns, then move on to examine the replay-

only overhead of the replay schemes. We note that as the execution environ-

ment changes, the overall execution speed and scheduling can be different and

therefore each application’s behavior could also change here.

As shown in Table 4.5, the Pin slowdowns are similar to what we had seen in

Configuration 1. However, the instrumentation-only slowdowns are somewhat

higher here (4.91x vs. 3.14x). There are a number of factors that contribute to

such a change, such as different hardware with different Linux distributions

which likely change how programs are executed in terms of scheduling and the

overall execution time. Overall, both slowdowns shown here are within the

same order of magnitude as those in Configuration 1.

Under Configuration 2, we note that the replay-only overhead for several
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Figure 4.18: The execution time of BaseReplay and CommuteReplay in
Configuration 2. The execution time is normalized to the
instrumentation-only execution time. The BaseReplay’s over-
head is broken down to two main categories.

benchmarks are different than those in Configuration 1. Most notably, Ocean

has a much lower waiting overhead than before. As shown in Figure 4.6, Ocean

has a commutative critical section that computes a global max value from lo-

cally computed local max values. As the computations for the local max value
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are mostly identical in all threads, when all 4 threads in Ocean are executed in

parallel on 4 homogeneous cores, every threads reaches the commutative crit-

ical section at virtually the same time. Therefore, only very little waiting time

is incurred even in BaseReplay. However, under the setup of Configuration

1, waiting overhead is incurred when a thread stalls while waiting for another

thread to become active (i.e. context switch into a core) and computes the local

max value before it reaches the critical section.

Water-Spatial and Water-Nsquared show a somewhat higher waiting overhead

under configuration 2. The increased waiting overhead is likely due to different

scheduling policies between configuration 1 and 2. For example, a particular

thread A could stall longer if it is scheduled to run ahead of thread B, while it

must wait for thread B to reach a certain synchronization operation first.

Overall, CommuteReplay is able to eliminate most of the replay-only over-

head under Configuration 2 as well. We note that there is a certain amount of

waiting overhead (about 14%) remain for Water-Nsquared in CommuteReplay.

This is because the waiting overhead is caused by other synchronization opera-

tions rather than those within a commutative critical section.

Configuration 3: 4heterocore 4thread

For Configuration 3, we add additional delays to 2 of the 4 cores in our instru-

mentation codes in order to mimic a heterogeneous setup. Namely, we add

empty spin loops to the instrumentation codes before committing instructions

for the cores that executes threads with odd numbered thread IDs. The goal

here is to demonstrate how CommuteReplay behaves in a general heteroge-
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neous setting. We believe the results shown here can be indicative at large.

Since we have implemented the heterogeneous configuration through

instrumentation, it is inherently not possible to measure the Pin and

instrumentation-only slowdowns as it is not possible to measure native and

Pin only execution time without the instrumented delays for our heterogeneous

setup. Hence, we focus on evaluating the performance of CommuteReplay

with respect to BaseReplay only. We do expect the Pin and instrumentation-

only slowdowns to be within the same order of magnitude of the numbers

shown for the previous two configurations.

As shown in Figure 4.19, the CommuteReplay scheme is able to eliminate

most replay-only overheads across all applications. Again, Water-Spatial and

Water-Nsquared show a somewhat higher waiting overhead under Configura-

tion 3, and it is likely due to a changed overall execution ordering as now there

are 2 cores executing significantly slower than the others. Hence, it is possible

for threads on the faster cores to stall more often to wait for the synchronization

operations to finish on the slower cores.

4.4.5 Limitations

Overall, in all three configurations, the proposed CommuteReplay scheme is

able to eliminate most of the replay-only overhead for all of the applications

tested, and provide significant speedups on multiple occasions. However, there

are some limitations to our proposed scheme.

First, the replay-only overhead is not the only source of overhead in a replay
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scheme. We anticipate the overhead in addition to the replay-only overhead

to be anywhere between 10%-150% as suggested in previous works [2, 40, 65].

This is because although the majority of the Pin and instrumentation-only slow-

downs can be eliminated if we implement our scheme by modifying the Linux

kernel and the GNU glibc library as shown in previous approaches [40, 65], the

overhead of such an implementation is not negligible. For example, additional

operations need to be added to the necessary library calls to handle the ordering

of synchronization operations (i.e. memory comparison, etc.). The kernel also

needs to be modified so we can deterministically handle the necessary system

calls, etc.

Second, CommuteReplay can only provide potential speedup to programs

with at least one commutative critical section. Furthermore, it works best when

there are a large number of commutative critical sections being executed, while

the number of other synchronization operations and system calls are kept at a

minimum. This is because other synchronization operations and system calls

could interleave the consecutive instances of a commutative critical section and

thus prevent those instances from being executed with flexible orderings dur-

ing a replay. While the number of other synchronization operations and system

calls is very small compared to the number of commutative critical section in-

stances in all of the benchmarks that we have tested, there can be programs that

do not have a large number of commutative critical instances to benefit from

CommuteReplay.

Overall, the usefulness of our proposed scheme is bounded by whether a

program contains commutative critical sections, and whether we can identify

the commutative critical sections in a program in a timely fashion with accu-
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racy. Fortunately, within our study, we have found that a large portion of the

programs that we have encountered have at least one commutative critical sec-

tion. We have also precisely defined a checking mechanism that can be used

to systematically identify the commutative critical sections in a program accu-

rately. Hence, we believe that a large range of existing programs in the field can

benefit from our CommuteReplay scheme.
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CHAPTER 5

RELATED WORK

This chapter summarizes the existing related work on data race and non-

race concurrency bug detection schemes. Additionally, we also discuss previous

work on deterministic execution for concurrent programs.

5.1 Concurrency Bug Detection

This research presents two schemes, named RaceSMM and OSCS, for detect-

ing both data race and non-race concurrency bugs efficiently. Here, we discuss

closely related works to both the proposed RaceSMM and OSCS schemes.

5.1.1 Data Race Detection

At a high-level, data race detection techniques can be categorized into static

and dynamic approaches. Static race detection schemes such as RacerX [24]

use static analysis with heuristics and statistical ranking to detect possible data

races. However, static approaches are generally conservative without run-time

information, resulting in false positives, and usually require source code, which

may not be available in practice.

Dynamic data race detection techniques fall into two main classes, namely

lockset based and happens-before based. The lockset approach, such as Eraser

[66], checks whether each shared variable is protected by at least one lock. The

overhead of the lockset approach can be quite low with hardware support such

as HARD [79]. While the lockset approaches are simple and generally effective,
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they inherently rely on heuristics and can result in a large number of false pos-

itives. The happens-before approach checks whether two memory accesses are

explicitly synchronized [36]. There are many previous proposals that fall into

the happens-before category, including RecPlay [65], Light64 [55], ReEnact [62],

CORD [61], FastTrack [27], RADISH [18] and others. In general, the happens-

before approaches are more accurate than the lockset approaches but often have

higher overheads. Researchers have also investigated hybrid approaches in or-

der to reduce the overhead of happens-before algorithms while maintaining a

low false positive rate [56, 23, 60].

The proposed RaceSMM architecture can be considered as an extension of

the happens-before approach to detect races at run-time. However, our hard-

ware architecture shows that the happens-before race detection approach can

be realized in hardware with minimal performance overheads and with mini-

mal impact on detection coverage.

In general, data race detection schemes are heuristic approaches in detect-

ing potential concurrency bugs. They are heuristic because not every data race

will result in a concurrency bug, and vice versa. The proposed OSCS detection

scheme extends the intuition of conflicting memory accesses (i.e. data races)

into critical sections, namely order-sensitive critical sections. In OSCS however,

we focus specifically on non-data race bugs. OSCS detects bugs that cannot be

detected by any data race scheme.
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5.1.2 Hardware-Based Race Detection

Many of the above data race detection and concurrency bug detection schemes

present possible hardware support mechanisms to reduce overheads. Here, we

discuss the data race detection techniques that are most closely related to the

proposed technique in more detail. In this context, ReEnact [62], CORD [61],

and RADISH [18] are the most related detection schemes to our work.

In particular, ReEnact [62] provides hardware support for logical vector

clocks for cache lines. Due to its high hardware complexity and the use of vector

clocks for cache lines, ReEnact suffers from noticeable performance overhead,

and poor scalability for more than a few threads.

CORD [61] avoids the overheads and poor scalability issues of vector clocks

by keeping four scalar timestamps per cache line, at the expense of lower detec-

tion coverage (77%). CORD also has a high hardware overhead as it integrates

meta-data into each cache line, thus pays space overheads on every cache line.

Overall, CORD provides a scalable data race detection scheme with negligible

performance overhead and no false positive at the cost of lower detection cov-

erage and high hardware overhead.

RADISH [18] proposes a hardware and software hybrid race detection

scheme that uses a vector clock based race detection approach similar to Fast-

Track [27]. While it provides good scalability and a comprehensive detection

coverage through a hardware and software assisted scheme, it still incurs a sig-

nificant performance overhead at run-time for some applications (up to 2x for

certain benchmarks, 80% on average). RaceSMM shows that decoupling of the

detection of dynamically shared memory locations within a small window and
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the rest of the bookkeeping can significantly reduce hardware and performance

overheads with minimal impact on coverage.

Overall, RaceSMM provides a scalable scheme with a high detection coverage

and no false positives, and requires a low hardware overhead. Only a separate

on-chip only buffer (AHB) is needed. RaceSMM is the only vector clock based

scalable scheme that provides high detection coverage and low performance

overhead while incurring no false positives.

As an alternative to the happens-before approach, researchers have also pre-

sented simple hardware support for race detection relying on other heuristics.

For example, HARD [79] uses lockset and SigRace [52] uses hash signatures

from Bloom filters to detect possible data races. These approaches enable rea-

sonable race detection capability with minimal hardware additions. However,

generally they trade off accuracy and coverage for simplicity. In RaceSMM, it is

demonstrated that accurate happens-before race detection can also be realized

with relatively simple hardware support.

We have also shown that the OSCS algorithm can be implemented in hard-

ware with a similar approach as the RaceSMM scheme that we have also pro-

posed in this research. In this context, the implementation of hardware sup-

ported OSCS scheme is also similar to ReEnact [62], CORD [61], and RADISH

[18]. However, the OSCS scheme is specifically targeted on non-race bug detec-

tion, while maintaining similar advantages (i.e. low overhead, scalable, etc.) in

hardware implementation as RaceSMM over the other related schemes.
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5.1.3 Concurrency Bug Detection (Beyond Data Races)

Recently, there have been significant efforts to detect concurrency bugs using

symptoms beyond data races. One popular approach is to detect and/or tol-

erate bugs based on common program behaviors. AVIO [43] and SVD [75] ap-

proximate intended atomic regions using common behaviors. Atom-Aid [46]

tries to dynamically avoid atomicity violation bugs by creating atomic blocks at

run time. MUVI [41] and ColorSafe [45] target to detect concurrency bugs that

involve multiple variables. Bugaboo [44] detects anomalies in communication

graphs. Alternatively, researchers have also found that concurrency bugs can be

identified from their consequences such as memory errors [78] or other system

failure patterns [77]. Traditionally, a program is often tested by running with

many possible interleaving patterns and checking results [13, 51, 58]. This ap-

proach can detect any concurrency bug if a buggy interleaving is tried, yet can

only test one case at a time.

This research presents a new approach to detect non-race bugs by introduc-

ing the concept of order-sensitive critical sections as a new heuristic. This ap-

proach can be applied to programs without learning application-specific or bug-

specific behaviors, and can often identify potential bugs before they happen at

run-time. Moreover, the proposed scheme can detect both atomicity and or-

dering violations as the heuristic used in OSCS identifies the non-determinism

in shared memory state, which can be caused by any type of violations. How-

ever, this technique is still a heuristic and there is no guarantee on bug detection

coverage. In this sense, the proposed scheme complements an existing body of

work in non-race bug detection.
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5.2 Deterministic Replay and Execution

This research introduces the concept of commutative critical sections and demon-

strates that it is possible to largely eliminate the overhead of enforcing a deter-

ministic ordering between the dynamic instances of such commutative critical

sections on a replay. Our work in identifying commutative critical sections com-

plements an existing body of work in deterministic replay. Future work can also

extend the use of commutative critical sections for an efficient deterministic ex-

ecution system. Here, we discuss the closely related works in the field.

5.2.1 Deterministic Replay

There have been a number of works done to record and replay a program’s ex-

ecution deterministically in the past. Traditionally, recording non-deterministic

inputs, such as system interrupts, DMA, I/O, etc. is sufficient to ensure de-

terministic replaying for single-threaded applications. For example, there are

previous works that instrument either the operating system [11, 12, 25, 67] or

the virtual machine [1, 21, 68] to monitor and record non-deterministic events.

Multithreaded applications can be recorded and deterministically replayed

on uniprocessor machines, such as in ReVirt [21] and DejaVu [1]. However, mul-

tiprocessor replay remains to be a challenging task due to the added difficulties

of efficiently recording non-deterministic shared memory access interleaving.

There are various previous works, such as one of the earliest systems named

InstantReplay [38] and more recent works such as iDNA [7], PinSel [53], and

SMP-ReVirt [22], that are implemented to record the order in which different
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threads access a shared memory location and subsequently replay the recorded

accesses. While the earlier works can achieve deterministic replay on a multi-

processor system, they often incur prohibitive performance overhead due to the

cost of monitoring and recording memory accesses.

There are also approaches that use custom hardware support to reduce the

performance cost of recording the execution order of all shared memory ac-

cesses. Bacon and Goldstein [3] first proposed to monitor and log all cache co-

herence messages instead of ordering between shared memory accesses as the

memory order can be deduced from the coherence messages. Other hardware

supported systems have taken various approaches in recording the ordering of

shared memory accesses. For example, FDR [74] records the shared memory ac-

cesses through a custom cache coherence mechanism in a similar fashion as in

Bacon and Goldstein [3]. BugNet [54] records the register file contents instead

in order to enable deterministic replaying of a program’s execution. Rerun [33]

records the ordering between atomic episodes (i.e. blocks) of thread executions

using Lamport Clocks [36] instead of recording individual memory access or-

dering. DeLorean [48] records only the commit order of atomic execution blocks

that are similarly used in transactional memory or speculative multithreading

systems to reduce the recording and replaying overhead. Capo [49] proposes a

software-hardware interface with a similar hardware system used in DeLorean

to provide both the efficiency of a hardware assisted replay system with the

added flexibility of a software-based scheme for different recording/replaying

needs in practice. Although hardware schemes can drastically reduce the per-

formance overhead of deterministic replay, they suffer the cost of implementing

Hence, an efficient software based deterministic replay scheme is still highly

desirable.
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To overcome the high overhead of recording the ordering of all shared mem-

ory accesses in software, there are several proposals which record the ordering

of synchronization operations instead. Earlier works, such as RecPlay [40] and

JaRec [29], instrument and record the ordering of synchronization operations

to ensure deterministic replay for a data race free program (or deterministic re-

play until the first data race). However, a replay tool that can handle data races

is more desirable in a general testing environment.

More recent state-of-the-art solutions provide support for deterministic re-

play even in programs with data races. For example, ODR [2] and PRES [59]

both record partial execution information and use offline searching to test mul-

tiple thread interleavings between shared memory accesses to find a potential

execution order that satisfies the determinism requirement on replay. Respec

[40] provides an online replay scheme, which achieves external determinism,

by recording the total order of all synchronization operations that use the same

synchronization object. Respec also detects and subsequently replays past any

data race in a program through redundant execution and check pointing. Dou-

blePlay [72] also takes the approach of redundant execution to detect data races

during recording through uniparallelism (i.e. executes a program with both

thread-level parallelism and epoch-level parallelism). Chimera [39] detects any

potential data race in a program through a sound lockset based static race de-

tector, and enforces a weak lock mechanism around any potential conflicting

memory accesses. It then provides a deterministic replay by logging the or-

dering between synchronization operations instead of the ordering between all

shared memory accesses.

While we have implemented our deterministic replay scheme largely based
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on Respec, the concept of commutative critical sections can be extended to all of

the above state-of-the-art schemes to potentially achieve external determinism in

replaying multithreaded programs. This is because all of the aforementioned re-

play schemes record and enforce the non-deterministic ordering of synchroniza-

tion objects instead of shared memory accesses. Hence, all of the state-of-the-art

replay schemes can benefit from the extra flexibility allowed in replaying mu-

tex synchronization operations that enclose the commutative critical sections.

The logging overhead of the aforementioned replay schemes can also be po-

tentially reduced in a similar fashion as we have shown in this research, since

the schemes all record the ordering of mutex synchronization operations in a

similar fashion.

5.2.2 Deterministic Execution

Recent works have proposed enforcing deterministic execution by ensuring that

the thread interleaving observed is always the same for any given input of a

multithreaded program [4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 32, 57], without the need for recording

the order of shared memory accesses and/or synchronization operations. Sim-

ilar to the deterministic replay approach, a deterministic execution approach

can reproduce a multithreaded execution deterministically, and can be used for

debugging, testing, and tolerating bugs in a multithreaded program.

Deterministic execution can be supported in software, and existing schemes

generally trade off between support coverage and overhead. Kendo [57] pro-

vides deterministic execution for data race free programs with low overhead by

enforcing a deterministic order between synchronization operations. CoreDet
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[4] supports deterministic execution through a compiler and runtime infras-

tructure for imposing a deterministic order between shared memory accesses

and synchronization operations. While CoreDet can support arbitrary multi-

threaded programs, even for the ones with data races, it incurs high overhead

and is not suitable to be used in production environments. The dOS [5] operat-

ing system provides deterministic execution by tracking the ownership of mem-

ory locations through page tables. While dOS supports unmodified program bi-

naries, its overhead is still significant. Grace [6] provides efficient deterministic

execution by restricting its support to the class of programs that uses fork-join

parallelism. Specifically, it executes each thread in a fork region atomically and

commits each thread’s execution in a deterministic order.

There are also recent works done using custom hardware to reduce the over-

head of deterministic execution. DMP [19] supports deterministic execution effi-

ciently through two approaches. It tracks the data-ownership and uses periodic

barriers to ensure that all shared memory accesses happen deterministically; al-

ternatively, it leverages support for transactional memory to speculatively exe-

cute code regions by assuming no shared memory access between threads, and

roll-back and performs re-execute if shared memory accesses happen. RCDC

[20] proposes a deterministic multiprocessor architecture that trades relaxed

memory consistency model for low overhead. Similarly, Calvin [32] proposes

a deterministic execution architecture that exploits the flexibility of a memory

consistency model that is weaker than sequential consistency to improve perfor-

mance overhead and scalability. Specifically, it supports the Total Store Order

(TSO) memory model.

Overall, the notion of commutative critical sections can be leveraged for a more
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efficient deterministic execution support. The instances of commutative critical

sections can be executed with a flexible ordering while still guaranteeing exter-

nal determinism. Future work can exploit the flexibility of executing commu-

tative critical sections during a deterministic execution in designing an efficient

deterministic execution solution.

5.2.3 Deterministic Programming Languages

There is a large body of works on deterministic parallel programming lan-

guages in the field. Deterministic parallel programming languages provide

an explicit deterministic programming model, thus make the program execu-

tion deterministic by default. For example, StreamIt [69] provides determinism

for applications that can use streaming semantics by communicating between

threads through explicitly declared streams. There are data-parallel functional

languages [9, 16] that allow the programmers to use sequential semantics and

thus yield deterministic parallel programs.

On the other hand, there are also implicit programming languages such as

Jade [64]. When using Jade, programmers augment sequentially written pro-

grams with information on how shared memory data should be accessed dur-

ing a parallel execution. The concurrency accesses are then extracted without

violating the original sequential program semantics. Deterministic Parallel Java

(DPJ) [10] is another example where a set of Java extensions are developed to

allow programmers to control exactly when non-deterministic behaviors are al-

lowed in a program.

We note that while using deterministic languages is a viable solution to the
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non-determinism problem in multithreaded programs, most of the current par-

allel programs still use mainstream non-deterministic languages such as C, C++,

or Java. In the foreseeable future, the use of non-deterministic languages to

write parallel programs will likely remain the same. Therefore, our research

on detecting and mitigating concurrency bugs in programs written with non-

deterministic languages, such as C/C++, remains highly relevant not only to-

day, but also in the future of computing.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This thesis introduces efficient and effective schemes for data race detection,

non-race bug detection, and deterministic replay in multithreaded programs.

First, the thesis proposes RaceSMM, an efficient hardware architecture that

addresses challenges in supporting accurate run-time data race detection. We

show that the proposed scheme enables run-time data race detection with high

coverage and minimal performance overhead through an efficient hardware

architecture. In particular, we propose an architectural optimization that de-

couples meta-data storage from regular caches so that expensive meta-data is

only selectively stored for dynamically shared memory locations within a small

window. Experimental results show that the hardware assisted race detection

scheme provides high detection coverage (over 99%) with no false positives,

while maintaining minimal overheads. Overall, RaceSMM provides an attrac-

tive way to detect data races at run-time.

Second, the thesis introduces the notion of order-sensitive critical sections,

which captures critical sections that introduce non-determinism during execu-

tions, and presents a concurrency bug detection approach that covers non-race

bugs. An optimized version of our algorithm is also introduced, which only

requires scalar variables for each shared memory address instead of using vec-

tors for all memory addresses. Experimental results show that a broad range of

non-race concurrency bugs can be detected by both the baseline and the opti-

mized algorithms. In particular, in our experiments, our algorithms detected all

9 real-world bugs and over 90% of all injected bugs with only a small number of

false positives in practice. The algorithm can also be accelerated with hardware
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support to have minimal performance overhead. The hardware implementation

can still detect all 9 real-world bugs tested and above 84% of all injected bugs.

Overall, we demonstrate that the proposed OSCS scheme is indeed an effective

heuristic for non-race concurrency bug detection, and it can be implemented in

hardware effectively and efficiently.

Last, the thesis investigates an efficient deterministic replay scheme, named

CommuteReplay, which leverages the concept of commutative critical sections,

and guarantees external determinism on a replay. Experimental results show

that the proposed CommuteReplay scheme eliminates most, if not all, of the

replay overhead in stalling or logging for a deterministic ordering between crit-

ical sections. Overall, the proposed scheme allows a more efficient deterministic

replay execution for multithreaded programs.

We believe our work provides attractive ways in dealing with concurrency

bugs during the parallel programming development cycle, especially for cases

where a run-time solution with low overhead is needed. Overall, this thesis

presents novel approaches and an overall solution in detecting and mitigating

concurrency bugs efficiently.
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